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REFUGEES IN EGYPT: PRACTICES
AND PROSPECTIVE LAW
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Abstract
The lack of a unified Egyptian asylum law has led to the existence of fragmented policies
governing refugees in Egypt, this in turn caused ambivalence and inconsistencies in the
implementation of any existing laws pertaining to refugee governance. Consequently, these
inconsistencies have affected some of the rights that refugees should enjoy according to the 1951
Refugee convention, including access to healthcare, education, the formal labor market as well as
the denial of long-term residency permits for refugees in Egypt, among other rights.
Accordingly, this research first, aims to review the most important documents shaping the
Egyptian legal framework regarding refugees, as well as identify the gaps between the Egyptian
government’s policies towards refugees and their implementation. The research also seeks to
offer possible remedial policies and recommendations, proffered by experts in the field, on how
these gaps could be properly addressed. Finally, the paper addresses the draft asylum law
announced recently by the Egyptian government and reviews the possible reasons behind its
proposition and then analyses the priority areas that should be addressed in the new asylum law.
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Chapter 1
1.1 Introduction:
Throughout the years, Egypt has hosted a number of refugee communities from different
nationalities. These refugees were forced to flee their countries of origin and seek asylum for
multiple reasons, ranging from political reasons, religious persecution, or war, among others.
Even though Egypt had been a host country for refugees for many years, there has never been a
national asylum law regulating the status, the rights as well as the obligations of refugees
residing in Egypt. However, Egypt has successfully ratified several important conventions,
which are directly related to refugees and asylum seekers. These documents include the 1951
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees,1 which Egypt ratified in 1981, as well as its 1967
protocol. Moreover, Egypt also ratified the Organization of African Unity’s Convention
Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa.2 The three aforementioned
documents are considered the most important documents that have helped formulate Egypt’s
policies vis-a-vis refugees and asylum seekers. Prior to ratifying these documents, Egypt had
only signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees’ (UNHCR) office in Egypt in 1954, this memorandum primarily
outlined the role of UNHCR in Egypt as well as the Egyptian Government’s responsibilities and
obligations.3
Nevertheless, since the signing of MoU, the Refugee Convention, and the Additional
Protocol a number of pertinent global developments took place, with Egypt incrementally

1

Referred to henceforth as the Refugee Convention throughout the paper.
Refered to henceforth as the OAU Convention.
3 UNHCR Egypt official website https://www.unhcr.org/eg/what-we-do/main-activities/durable-solutions
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hosting larger numbers of refugees year by year. According to UNHCR’s latest statistics, Egypt
currently hosts around 258,8004 refugees primarily from Syria, Sudan, South Sudan, Eritrea, and
Ethiopia among others.5 Yet, the Egyptian government still operates with no clear and
comprehensive asylum law governing all aspects pertaining to refugees and asylum seekers
residing in the country. The lack of a clear asylum law was replaced by several circumspective
ministerial and presidential decrees, issued on an ad-hoc basis whenever the need for them
arose.6 Furthermore, this stopgap practice has also resulted in these decrees usually being either
ad-interim or nationality-specific decrees rather than comprehensive status specific decrees,
which eventually lead to a blurring of the lines between the legal rights and obligations of
refugees, in addition to the implementation of bureaucratic and inefficient practices apropos of
refugee governance.
Accordingly, this research aims to analyze Egypt’s policies towards refugees and the
ramifications of the lack of a unified asylum law throughout the past years vis-a-vis the refugee
populations residing in Egypt. This research will also closely examine the aforementioned
conventions as well as the UNHCR-Egyptian MoU to better understand their particularities,
and what these documents should guarantee for refugees while comparing the rights granted by
these documents to current practices on the ground. Additionally, the paper will foray into the
reservations made by the Egyptian government at the time of the signing of the convention, the
rationale behind these reservations, and their actual effects, if any.

4

UNHCR Egypt Monthly Statistical (2020) https://www.unhcr.org/eg/wp-content/uploads/sites/36/2020/04/March-2020UNHCR-Egypt-Monthly-Statistical-Report-External.pdf
5
UNHCR Fact Sheet. Egypt (2020). Cairo: UNHCR. https://www.unhcr.org/eg/wp-content/uploads/sites/36/2019/10/UNHCREgypt-Operational-Update_April-June-2019.pdf
6
Sadek, George. (2016). Refugee Law and Policy: Egypt. Library of Congress.
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In the same context, the paper notes that throughout the years, there have been several
calls made to the Egyptian government to draft a national asylum law. Yet, these calls mostly fell
upon deaf ears, that is until 2019 when the Egyptian Government announced that it was working
closely with UNHCR to draft a national asylum law. Ergo, this paper will also attempt to
examine and understand the reasons behind the Egyptian government’s decision to draft a
unified asylum law while contributing to it - through recommendations – by pointing out the key
priority areas that should be tackled by this new law.
Most importantly, the main goal of this research is to be able to identify existing gaps
between Egypt’s obligations towards refugees, and what it currently offers. This will be assessed
through reviewing the current legal framework that the Egyptian government is using to govern
refugees and comparing it to the different rights and entitlements offered to refugees.
1.2 Justification of the Thesis
Refugees in Egypt face many challenges when it comes to accessing their rights and
entitlements, these rights include access to healthcare, education, and the formal labor market.
These challenges come as a result of the differential treatment created by the absence of a unified
asylum policy to govern the rights of refugees is creating, even though Egypt had ratified the
1951 refugee convention and its 1967 additional protocol. However, the Egyptian government
had recently announced that they are in the process of drafting an asylum law to govern all
aspects related to refugees.
1.3 Aim and Objectives
The objective of this research paper is to highlight and understand the problems refugees
face on a daily basis as a result of the lack of an asylum law. For decades, refugees have been
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living in Egypt being governed by vague policies, which are based on outdated documents.
Naturally, some of these documents referred to herein have remained relevant, while others are
extremely outdated, eventually causing more harm than good. Through the research conducted, I
wish to shed light on those relevant and pertinent documents and identify other documents that
either need to be revised, reconsidered, or even discarded entirely, in light of recent global
developments.
By the end of my research, I was be able to identify the gaps in Egyptian policies towards
refugees, the challenges facing them on a daily basis, and how the newly introduced asylum law
could help bridge these gaps, thereby offering a more unified law that would encompass all
refugees, clearly stating their rights as well as their obligations. I was able to add to the literature
on refugees in Egypt and my research could be considered as the starting point to the study of the
new Egyptian asylum and refugee law in Egypt while identifying areas that need to be addressed
for refugees to be able to fully enjoy their right to asylum.
1.4 Research Question
What is the Egyptian practice in respect of the rights of refugees under the 1951 Refugee
Convetion? How did the absence of a unified law result in a differential treatment of national
groups of refugees? Which are the issues to be addressed by the prospective asylum policy and
how?
1.5 Hypotheses
The current lack of an asylum policy and adequate legislation governing the rights and
entitlements of refugees in Egypt has deprived refugees and asylum seekers in Egypt of several
rights that they should have been enjoying. The most important of which is their right to enjoy
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long-term residency permits, which should be granted to refugees for at least 1 year. Instead,
these residency permits are currently only granted on a 6 months basis, this affects the daily lives
of refugees and asylum seekers in many ways, including their inability to find stable jobs, even
in the informal market. This is largely due to employers often asking for long-term residency
permits to ensure the legal status of the employee in the country. Another issue that refugees and
asylum seekers face challenges with is access to wage-earning employment in the formal sector,
which Egypt does not grant regardless of the residency duration in Egypt. The lack of work
permits has led refugees to either be fully dependent on NGOs and charity or has forced them to
seek jobs in the informal sector. In the informal sector, these refugees often face exploitation by
the employers or are forced to work in jobs different than their fields of former study or work,
which diminishes their subject matter experience and knowledge, leaving them unable to resume
practicing their former professions when they return to their countries of origin or are resettled to
other countries. The lack of an asylum policy has also affected their right to access the public
healthcare system as well as their access to public education. Taking the aforementioned elements
into consideration, the Egyptian Government’s priority issues in terms of the newly announced
asylum policy should be focused primarily on: access to the formal labor market, longer residencypermits which extend to 3 years, better access to the public healthcare system, better access to the
education and the availability of mechanisms to ensure that pertinent legislation is implemented
properly
1.6 Structure of the Research Project
In terms of structure, this paper is going to be divided into seven chapters: the first
chapter includes a brief introduction to the topic research, the justification of my research, the
aim and objectives I wish to fulfill through my research as well as the research question and
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hypothesis. The second chapters includes methods and methodologies employed in my research
as well as the data collection and analysis, the limitations, and the ethical issues I’ve encountered
during the course of my research. The third chapter includes the literature review of the
important sources used for the purpose of my research. The fourth chapter will examine Egypt’s
position regarding the 1951 Refugee Convention and its practices towards refugees since Egypt
ratified the Convention in 1981. In this chapter, I will look closely at the different definitions
outlined in each convention, while giving an overview of each document and highlighting the
notable contradictions between them. I also attempt to offer a thorough analysis of the five
reservations made by Egypt to the 1951 Refugee Convention as well as a review of all the laws
and decrees passed later on, which effectively nullify these reservations. Additionally, the
chapter attempts to analyze the existing laws that directly affect the lives of the refugee
population residing in Egypt.
The fifth chapter explores current practices by the Egyptian Government and highlight
the incompatibilities of these practices with the clauses of the three Conventions in question.
This is achieved through highlighting the identified gaps between the existing laws regarding
refugees and their implementation on the ground. Additionally, practices that are in breach of the
1951 Convention are identified, as well as the articles that Egypt had accepted yet failed to
implement, such as articles related to labor market access and residency permits. Consequently, I
attempt to analyze whether these practices affect refugees.
The sixth chapter examines the possible change in the Egyptian’s government’s
policy towards refugees and reviewing the calls made to the government to adopt a law on
asylees and refugees as well as the arguments formulated in this respect. Additionally, the
chapter endeavors to understand the possible reasons behind the Egyptian government’s
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initiative to adopt an asylum law. In this chapter, I will also highlight the recent establishment
of a department titled “Capacity development & training” by UNHCR Cairo. A department
dedicated to training government officials on refugee rights and entitlements. This creation of
this department is relevant to chapter as it was established based on the requests of the
Egyptian Government, possibly in anticipation of a larger governmental role vis-à-vis refugee
governance. The chapter, therefore, explores the possible impact of this department on refugee
governance. Finally, this chapter will conclude by examining the objectives and contents of
asylum policies through reviewing asylum policies in other countries, in addition to
highlighting the priority areas that the new asylum law should address.
Lastly, the seventh and final chapter includes the conclusions of my research, highlights
the areas where the gaps between laws and practices were identified. In addition to providing key
recommendations for the new asylum law and what it needs to include in order to ensure that
refugees enjoy their full rights as stipulated in the Refugee Convention.
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Chapter 2: Methodology and Methods
2.1 Methodology:
In order to answer the question of how did the absence of a unified law result in a
differential treatment of national groups of refugees, I used the qualitative research methodology
to look into the living conditions of refugees and asylum seekers.
What is the Egyptian practice in respect of the rights of refugees under the 1951 Refugee
Convetion? How did the absence of a unified law result in a differential treatment of national
groups of refugees? Which are the issues to be addressed by the prospective asylum policy and
how?
I also relied on the qualitative method in some parts of my research to analyze and
understand more the information at hand, to be able to get a clearer picture of how Egypt’s
stance towards refugees is affecting their lives, this will be done through different methods such
as interviews and secondary data collection.
2.2 Method:
I relied in my research on the constructivist methodology as it is mainly concerned with
how human interaction helps create social reality, in this sense how for example Egypt’s policies
towards refugees have shaped their life and affected them daily. I based my empirical research
on observation, through observing and analyzing the Egyptian’s government’s policies towards
refugees and how they had changed through time. I also observed and analyzed the practices by
the government as well as UNHCR over the past year and how they had fell short from what
should have been implemented according to the Refugee Convention and the MoU.
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I have interviewed UNHCR 6 senior employees who had been working for years with
refugees and are most aware of the challenges they are facing in their day to day lives. They had
also been working closely with the Egyptian government with regards to the newly announced
refugee law and were able to provide insights about the draft law, and what the priority areas for
UNHCR when it comes to the asylum law.
2.2.1 Data collection
The data collection for the purpose of this research was done in different forms and
through various methods. In assessing refugee’s access to services and benefits, I relied on
secondary sources, data statistics, and reports. While at the same time, combining it with
interviews with people working in the field, be it refugee lawyers dealing with refugees’ issues
daily basis and UNHCR employees who are engaged in refugee work. However, to gain insight
of the newly introduced law, I conducted interviews with both senior employees of UNHCR as
well as government officials.
2.2.2 Data Analysis
The data obtained through the interviews conducted, the statistical reports, as well as the
secondary sources researched, were analyzed thoroughly to be able to understand the Egyptian
government’s policies. The information helped paint a picture of the current policies shaping the
legal framework governing in Egypt and provide a starting point for further research on the new
Egyptian asylum law and what it needs to include.
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2.3 Limitation
Among the limitation faced during this research is the fact that while the literature
available on the topic of research was abundant in some areas, there were significant gaps in
others. Namely, the areas pertaining to the implementation of certain rights granted to refugees in
Egypt. Additionally, there was no literature available addressing the new asylum law, the reasons
behind its drafting, and the priority areas it needs to address. These gaps were all filled with
information obtained through interviews.
Another limitation was the reluctance of senior UNHCR officials to discuss some topics
related to access rights for refugees, this was remedied by conducting the interviews under
condition of anonymity.
It was also very difficult to find a government official willing to discuss the new asylum
law or provide any information about it since the draft has not yet been finalized or officially
announced. However, only one government official agreed to be interviewed and provided
limited information.
2.4. Ethical Issues
For the purpose of my research, I have conducted several interviews with UNHCR and
government officials. Prior to the interviews, I fulfilled all the needed requirements by the
institutional Review Board (IRB and obtained their approval certificate. I have also conducted all
of the interviews under condition of anonymity upon the request of the interviewees.
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Chapter 3: Literature Review
3.1 Literature Review
Although Egypt is a signatory to the 1951 Refugee Convention in addition to the
Organization of African Unity (OAU) Refugee Convention, refugee and asylum seeker rights in
Egypt continue to be breached and refugees continue to find themselves in difficult situations.
This is in fact due to several reasons, which this paper will analyze and assess closely through
revisiting a number of important documents including the aforementioned convention, in
addition to the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between the Egyptian government
and UNHCR. These documents are an important part of Egypt’s legal framework and helps
assess the services granted to refugees.
The literature available on the Egyptian legal framework governing refugees varies,
however in general, it is quite limited. The most important articles I came across included
articles that analyzed the MoU signed between Egypt and UNHCR and how it is becoming an
outdated document which needs to be revised by the Egyptian government. In this regard, it is
important to note the article written by Tarek Badawy, which critique of the MoU signed
between Egypt and UNHCR in 1954, only three years after the 1951 convention was first opened
for signature.7 Badawy’s critique of the MoU is pivotal as it is one of the very articles that offers
a clause by clause assessment of the MoU to explain how it needs to be amended in order to
represent the current situation in Egypt. The analysis by Badawy reviews the entire document
and puts forth several amendments to streamline Egyptian policies. One of his main arguments

7

Badawy, T (2010).The Memorandum of Understanding between Egypt and the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees: Problems and Recommendations.
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included the fact that the MoU was signed in 1954 before Egypt had signed the Refugee
Convention, which it signed in 1981. Subsequently, this created a gap with regards to Egypt’s
obligations mandated by the two documents, thereby making the review of the MoU essential.
Furthermore, one of the most important gaps identified by Badawy is the fact that unlike
what the UNHCR statute stipulates, local integration is not a recognized durable solution in
Egypt. Egypt had accepted local integration as one of the durable solutions, which means that
rejecting it on the basis of the MoU, is a clear breach of the 1951 Refugee Convention and has a
very negative impact on refugees living in Egypt today as it takes away from their rights.
Another important point highlighted by Badawy in his critique of the MoU is the fact that
according to the Refugee Convention, the Egyptian government should be the body providing
UNHCR with information about refugees, in order for it to be able to perform its supervisory
role. However, to this day, this has not been the case and UNHCR continues to be the provider to
the government with the needed information. Thus, demonstrating how the arrangements
between the Egyptian government and UNHCR have not changed after the ratification of the
1951 Refugee Convention in 1981. 8
Another important article addressing the gaps in the Egyptian government’s policies
towards refugees is “Who asked them Anyway? Rights, Policies, and Wellbeing of Refugees in
Egypt”,9 which argues that The Refugee Convention stipulates three durable solutions to
refugees, local integration, voluntary repatriation, and resettlement. In the case of Egypt, the
government had rejected local integration and encouraged resettlement to a third country.
8

Badawy, T (2010). The Memorandum of Understanding between Egypt and the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees: Problems and Recommendations.
9
Grabska, katarzyna. Who Asked Them Anyway? Rights, Policies and Wellbeing of Refugees in Egypt. Forced Migration and
Refugee Studies, American University in Cairo (2006), Egypt.
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Accordingly, refugees in Egypt have little chance of integration and assimilation into society and
live on the fringe of the host community. The article then goes on to make a very important
distinction between two government approaches to policies. The first one is needs-based, which
means that although the rights of refugees are clearly stipulated and should be granted through
the convention, states still choose to adopt policies that are based on relief and emergency
assistance. The author goes on to explain that this model results in a “top-down “policy
formation10 and these policies are usually funded through donors with no involvement from the
refugees themselves. However, the other model, which is rights-based, recognizes that refugees
have rights that should be addressed and recognizes their vulnerability.

Another important document analyzing the 1969 OAU convention is the article by
Marina Sharpe, offering an analysis of one of the most important regional instruments for
refugee protection. The article sheds light on the unique aspects of the OAU convention as well
as the additions it offers. The most important of which is its definition of a refugee and how it is
tailored for problems specific to Africa, which were not addressed in the 1951 refugee
convention, such as occupation and external aggression.11

The article also discusses the different legal concepts that the OAU Convention had
offered in addition to the expanded definition. These concepts include “responsibility-sharing as
a form of temporary protection”. The author praises the OAU Convention for its innovation in
tackling new approaches and suggesting new policies. While Sharpe analyzed the areas of
innovations in the OAU convention, she also addressed the common misconceptions, such as the
10

Grabska, katarzyna. Who Asked Them Anyway? Rights, Policies and Wellbeing of Refugees in Egypt. Forced Migration and
Refugee Studies, American University in Cairo (2006), Egypt.
11
Sharpe, Marina, The 1969 African Refugee Convention: Innovations, Misconceptions, and Omissions (2012). (2012) 58
McGill Law Journal 95
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fact that the OAU convention had introduced group determination and prima facie RSD which is
incorrect. She explains that while the OAU convention addresses refugees who flee as a result of
external aggression and who arrive in masses, the convention still applies to individuals.
Moreover, there is nothing on the 1951 refugee convention, that states that it does not apply to
groups.12
Another important article that offers detailed insights to the Egyptian legal framework is
the analysis by George Sadek “Refugee Law and Policy: Egypt”. Sadek offers a legal analysis on
the legal framework and goes through the main laws and policies which apply to refugees.
Starting with “Refugee Status Determination” and offers a clear explanation of the process
through UNHCR. He then moved to address some of the restrictions refugees face, the problems
they face such as detention issues, the difficult living conditions, and accommodation.
Additionally, he discusses the issues refugees face with employment and their inability to obtain
work permits, and the consequences they face as a result. Sadek finally lists the legal articles
which apply to refugees coupled with a few presidential decrees, which he calls: “a number of
fragmentary domestic legislative initiatives to regulate the legal status of refugees and asylum
seekers”13
In order to be able to analyze Egypt’s legal framework, I had to rely on different
ministerial and presidential decrees in order to reach conclusions about their applicability.
Additionally, several bilateral agreements also affect the rights granted to refugees, such as the

12

Sharpe, Marina, The 1969 African Refugee Convention: Innovations, Misconceptions, and Omissions (2012). (2012) 58
McGill Law Journal 95
13
Sadek, George. (2016). Refugee Law and Policy: Egypt. Library of Congress.
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four-freedoms agreement between the Egyptian government and Sudan14 and another one in
2014 regulating movement and residency for nationals of both countries.15

Another important and significant source of information on the entitlements of refugees
in Egypt, is a Centre of Migration and Refugee Studies (CMRS) report authored by Hetaba et al.
The report offers in-depth legal analysis of each of entitlement and goes through the legal
framework governing the specific entitlement and its implementation. Additionally, the report
looks at each entitlement through the international instrument, the regional instruments, Egypt’s
available laws on the subject. The report then offers recommendations for each entitlement from
the three authors of the report who all have the legal and field knowledge needed to produce a
very rich and informative report.16

The biggest part of my research and the information I gained in the area of
implementation of the said available laws and decrees, was as a result of my interviews with
different senior officials from UNHCR Cairo, who work in different departments and in many
areas of services. These interviews were able to fill areas where I encountered gaps in the
available literature.

Another source I relied on extensively throughout my research came from the UNHCR
operational and update reports, which enabled me to obtain accurate details and figures to
support my findings and arguments. Furthermore, because of the evolving details related to the
topic of research such as the changing laws and regulations and well as the changes in practice.

14

Egypt-Sudan Four Freedoms Agreement. Citizenship Rights in Africa Initiative.09September 2009.
Egypt, Sudan reach agreement on movement and residency of nationals. (2017, May 14). Ahram English.
16
Hetaba, A., McNally, C., & Habersky, E. (2020). Refugee Entitlements in Egypt (paper No.14). Cairo: The Center for
Migration and Refugee Studies.
15
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Another important source was the updates found in governmental local newspapers. These
articles had added to my understanding and offered insights into the newest possible changes and
adaptations to the Egyptian policy towards refugees.

Another similar and important report addressing urban refugees in Egypt dates back to
2013 and yet most of the information provided remain relevant to date. It analyses the legal
framework and sheds light on the different areas where refugees face access problems such as
employment, education, and healthcare. The report also looks at the effects of the lack of these
services through diverse interviews conducted with refugees from different nationalities as well
as UNHCR, local, and international NGOs. The reports also shed light on the evolution of
UNHCR’s Urban policy from 1997 to 2009 and how it has revised its role following the influx of
Iraqi refugees in 2003.17 However, the findings of the report concludes that even though UNHCR
has revised its urban policy, the protection space for refugees has diminished due to the
increasing numbers of refugees arriving in Egypt and the continuous lack of funding coupled
with the low prospects of resettlement to third countries. 18

As the second part of my research was focused on the newly announced asylum law in
Egypt, many possible scenarios for the drafting of the law were not in place including two of
which were confirmed by government officials through interviews. There is no literature
available on the newly introduced asylum law because it is very recent Therefore, most of the
research pertaining to this part is from primary sources.

, Elżbieta, and Alissa Walter. Institute for the Study of International Migration, Urban Refugees in Cairo.
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However, one of the possible reasons to explain why this law was drafted in the first
place goes back to the EU’s securitization policies, as discussed in the article titled: “ Border
closures and the externalization of immigration controls in the Mediterranean: a comprehensive
analysis of Morocco and Turkey”. The article discusses the recent border closures of countries
such as Turkey and Morocco in what the author describes as “gates filtering those who are
allowed to enter and those who needs to be stopped”.19 The authors argues that Mediterranean
countries, in fact, offer the perfect example to analyze the EU’s externalization policies and
practices with regards to irregular migration. Additionally, the article provides an example of
how countries such as Turkey and Morocco, which allowed the EU to intervene with their border
controls and policies and pressured them into adopting stricter border measures in this regard and
better national asylum systems. The EU also pressured these countries to establish national
asylum systems so as to qualify as “safe countries,” and to readmit third-country nationals
passing through their territory into Europe.”20

Among the literature reviewed is the Joint Valletta Action Plan, which is described as
“a platform for political cooperation amongst the countries along the migration route between the
Africa and Europe.”21 This supports the argument regarding the European Union’s attempts at
stopping the flow of refugees that could arrive through Africa.

This is also evident through several reports outlining talks and initiatives between the
Egyptian government and the EU commission in order to address irregular migration issues. The
Üstübici, Ayşen, and Ahmet Içduygu. “Border Closures and the Externalization of Immigration Controls in the Mediterranean:
A Comparative Analysis of Morocco and Turkey
20
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report discusses the findings of the first report following the partnership framework with several
African countries. The report has also included an announcement about the talks held between
the Egypt and EU to combat irregular migration during an informal summit in Austria.22

Another reason that could explain the drafting of the new asylum law is related to the
government's statements regarding the numbers of refugees and migrants residing in Egypt. This
is touched upon by the article entitled: “Who are the 5 million refugees and immigrants in
Egypt”. The article offers one of the most detailed explanations to the questions. By reviewing
the history of the debate and going through the presence and numbers of different populations in
Egypt. Nevertheless, the author makes it clear that the number reflected in the government’s
statements does not currently correspond with any official reports. However, he discusses the
debate around the number of Sudanese citizens living in Egypt since 1999. These are believed to
be a significant number who came to Egypt following bilateral agreements between to the
countries such as “Wadi El Nil” and the “four freedoms agreements” and were able to obtain
residency permits and settle in Egypt. The author cites these among the possible reasons of the
high number reported by the Egyptian government.23

This was also discussed by Kagan in as he explained the numbers of Sudanese refugees
in Egypt who are not registered with UNHCR because of their status following the
aforementioned agreements. He also goes through the history of the debate on the issue and
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references the agreements. He also tackles the issue of Iraqi refugees who are estimated to be
around 100,000, which again does not correspond with the data provided by UNHCR. 24

Finally, my research reviews the Law No. 6458 on Foreigners and International
Protection" ("LFIP"), through several documents that were able to provide detailed information
about the law, the areas it tackles, the rights it guarantees to refugees as well as its
implementation on the ground. The article: “Turkey’s Asylum Policy: An Overview” offers a
clear explanation of the law, the different types of international protection it offers such as the
refugee status, subsidiary and temporary protection to asylum seekers as well as the different
entities created to serve the people under the new law such as the “ Directorate General of
Migration Management”. It also goes on the explain the rights granted to each type of protection
provided and its implications.25

Additionally, the articles published in the asylum Information Database as well as the
legal reports by the library of Congress, offer insights into the new law and its implementation as
well. It also discusses sections related to work permits, rules of admission, refugee status
determination among others. It also analyses the shift that led to the drafting of the law following
the huge influx after 2011.
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Chapter 4: An Overview of the Important Documents Shaping Egypt’s Legal Framework
Towards Refugees.
4.1 The 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees
By the end of the Second World War, the world was faced with an influx of refugees,
which predominantly originated from European countries. This debacle created the need for a
legally binding international document that would set international standards for the treatment of
refugees, seeing as no such document existed at the time. Accordingly, the resulting document of
the process initiated to elaborate a legally binding instrument was the 1951Convention Relating
to the Status of Refugees, which was opened for signature on the 28th of July 1951. However,
due to the fact that the Refugee Convention was mainly tailored for a certain subset of refugees,
which was refugees from Europe, it also contained an article limiting its application to persons
whose refugee status was caused by events before the 1st of January 1951.26
Nonetheless, following the drafting of the 1951 Refugee Convention, several other
refugee crises broke out worldwide, leading to a near-ubiquitous influx of refugees. Accordingly,
this created a necessity to make the 1951 Convention more encompassing. As a result, an
additional Protocol was drafted in 1967, which removed the time and geographical limitations
stipulated in the 1951 Refugee Convention. The 1967 Protocol was opened for signature on the
31st of January 1967 and thus broadened the refugee definition for all countries who had ratified
it.27
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The 1951 Refugee Convention defined a refugee as a person who: “owing to wellfounded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a
particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable
or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not
having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of
such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.”28
The convention through its 46 articles, outlines the rights and duties of refugees and the
countries providing them with protection on their territories and sets forth a legal framework for
countries hosting refugee populations. On its part, Egypt has made five reservations to the
convention, these reservations will be reviewed and analyzed in detail in the coming chapters.
The remaining articles, to which the Egyptian government did not make any reservation, are the
ones that Egypt has supposedly agreed on implementing and abiding by. Moreover, I will further
analyze the articles to which Egypt had no reservations and compare them to the practices and
policies by the government to offer a clearer understanding and review.
4.2 The Memorandum of Understanding Between the Egyptian Government and UNHCR:
Another important document that is critical when trying to understand Egypt’s policies
towards refugees is the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between the Egyptian
government and the United Nations High commissioner of Refugees (MoU) office in Cairo in
1954. The MoU predates the ratification of the 1951 Refugee Convention by 27 years and
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therefore, some articles are found to be contradicting when read in light of the 1951 convention,
albeit this was not revised or reviewed after the ratification.
The MoU is comprised of 8 articles and was signed in February 1954, and even though
the 1951 Refugee Convention was ratified 27 years later, the MoU remains an important and
contested document and continues to shape Egyptian refugee and asylum policies. It is important
to note that with the ratification of the Refugee Convention, the MoU should have been
automatically revised to avoid the confusion and conflict it creates with many articles of the
1951 convention.29
The MoU referred to herein, defined UNHCR’s mandate in Egypt, which explains
UNHCR’s role in Egypt, the mandate reads as follows:
“The tasks entrusted to the High Commissioner’s Delegation in Egypt will be in particular, the following:
A. Cooperate with the governmental authorities in view of undertaking the census of and
identifying the refugees eligible under the mandate of the High commissioner;
B. Facilitate the voluntary repatriation of refugees.
C. Encourage, in cooperation with the Egyptian Government, and the international
organizations competent in immigration matters, the initiative leading to resettle, in every
possible measure, in the countries of immigration, the refugees residing in Egypt.
D. Help, within the limits of the funds received to this effect, the most destitute refugees
within his mandate residing in Egypt.
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E. Ensure the coordination of the activities undertaken in Egypt in favor of refugees under
his mandate, by welfare societies duly authorized by the Government.”30
Read today, many articles of the MoU are found to be in direct conflict with the Refugee
Convention and therefore create a sense of confusion and vagueness when applying these laws to
refugees. To make matters worse, Egypt does not have a unified asylum law to date and depends
on various legal documents such as the 1951 Refugee Convention, the MoU, and the 1969 OAU
convention. The fact that some of these documents have contradicting articles, makes the need to
revise them crucial.
Egypt acceded to the Refugee Convention in 1981, and as a result, many revisions needed
to be done to the MoU. Most notably the second article, which stipulates that UNHCR is
responsible for all activities related to refugees in Egypt. This is in contradiction with article 3531
of the Refugee Convention, which stipulates that the government should facilitate UNHCR’s role
in supervising the implementation of the convention.32 According to article 35/233, it is the
government’s responsibility to provide UNHCR with the needed information and updates about
the condition of refugees. However, it is the other way around according to article two of the
MoU.34
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This phenomenon is what Michael Kagan refers to as “The UN surrogate state”; this
occurs when the UN agencies such as UNHCR and UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) perform a “state substitution role”. This arises when states
decide to delegate the responsibility of managing refugee policy instead of assuming it.
However, when UN agencies are responsible for refugee protection and for the management of
refugee policy, they become unable to assume their original role, which is to supervise the state
and ensure that the state is implementing the Refugee Convention to the fullest. 35
According to Kagan, this has been the case in several African, Asian, and Middle Eastern
states and has been labeled as “legal anomalies”. Kagan adds that: “It is UNHCR policy to avoid
the operation of such “parallel services” yet they are widespread and commonplace
nonetheless.”36 The problem with this phenomena is that UN agencies do not have the same
capabilities or resources of the state; therefore, delivering the same level of services to refugees
becomes a huge and often impossible burden.37
Another example of the contradiction between the two documents is the fact that article
three of the MoU only recognized voluntary repatriation and resettlement to a third country as
durable solutions for refugees residing in Egypt while completely ignoring local integration.
Even though Egypt has stated no reservations to articles addressing local integration, which
makes it in clear breach of the convention.38
Local integration is one of the three durable solutions enshrined in UNHCR’s mandate,
the other two being voluntary repatriation and resettlement to a third country. However, in
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Egypt, only two of the three are available with the exception of local integration. The challenge,
in this case, comes from the fact that voluntary repatriation is only an option for a few areas in
Sudan, Somalia, and Ethiopia after making sure that those repatriated are not being sent back to a
war-torn area or are going to be subjected to any form of persecution.39 The other option is
resettlement to a third country, which is becoming more limited each year and is never
guaranteed. According to the UNHCR factsheet report in 2016, 4,035 refugees departed to third
countries compared to 2,841 in 2018, 3,176 in 2019, and zero in 2020 so far.40 From the 258,816
refugees and asylum seekers registered in Egypt, the fact remains that a very small percentage
will ever be granted the opportunity to be resettled to a third country.
The Egyptian government does not recognize local integration as one of the durable
solutions for refugees residing in Egypt, this has had many direct effects on the practices carried
out by the government, which in turn affects the daily lives of refugees. These practices are most
notably, in the areas of the labor market access and the granting of residency permits.
4.3 The Organization of African Union (OAU) Convention Governing the Specific Aspects
of Refugee Problems in Africa
Another pertinent document to review is the 1969 OAU convention, “which is a regional
legal instrument adopted in 1969 and signed by forty-one heads of states and governments. It had
entered into force in 20 June 1974 after ratification by one-third of OAU member states. It has
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since been ratified by forty-five of the fifty-four member states of the African Union (AU),19 the
successor organization to the OAU.”41
The convention is comprised of fifteen articles, its purpose, as explained in the title is
“to address aspects of the refugee problems singular to Africa”. The articles of the convention
reflect the problems that refugees from Africa were specifically facing; problems which were not
considered during the drafting of the 1951 Refugee Convention, this is why many of its articles
are considered innovative. Starting with the definition of a refugee, which includes the definition
of the 1951 Refugee Convention and expands it to include: “every person who, owing to external
aggression, occupation, foreign domination or events seriously disturbing public order in either
part [or] the whole of his country of origin or nationality, is compelled to leave his place of
habitual residence in order to seek refuge in another place outside his country of origin or
nationality”42. This is considered an expansion of the 1951 Refugee Convention definition as it
acknowledges the issues most refugees coming from African countries are facing, which are
mostly armed conflicts. This allows people who are fleeing armed conflicts and wars to be
granted the refugee status.
The OAU convention also tackles three very important refugee law concepts, which were
not addressed in a direct manner before. These are “responsibility-sharing, temporary protection,
and voluntary repatriation.” As stated in Article II (4): “Where a Member State finds difficulty in
continuing to grant asylum to refugees, such Member State may appeal directly to other Member
States and through the OAU, and such other Member States shall in the spirit of African
solidarity and international cooperation take appropriate measures to lighten the burden of the
41
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Member State granting asylum.”43 The key term in this article is “ appropriate measures”, which
should include: “regional resettlement, financial support, and political responsibility-sharing.”
Each possible method of responsibility sharing has, however, been constrained in practice by the
limited resources of African states.44 As important as the concept of responsibility-sharing is, it
still remains difficult to implement because of the internal issues most African countries struggle
with. This is in addition to the ongoing armed conflicts in the region as well as the limited
resources and financial struggles these countries are facing, making the convention harder to
implement.
As for the concept of temporary protection, “The concept finds expression at article II
(5), which provides, “Where a refugee has not received the right to reside in any country of
asylum, he may be granted temporary residence in any country of asylum in which he first
presented himself as a refugee pending arrangement for his re-settlement.”45 The temporary
protection described in the OAU convention is more related to the concept of responsibility
sharing rather than the temporary protection, which in many cases is viewed as a tool to allow
states to escape their responsibilities towards refugees. In this sense, according to the OAU
convention, the stay in the first country of asylum is regarded as temporary rather than the
protection.46
The third and last concept addressed in the convention is voluntary repatriation; the
article stipulates that: “The sending state, in collaboration with the receiving state, must “make
adequate arrangements for the safe return of refugees who request repatriation,”73 While the
43
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country of origin must “facilitate their resettlement and grant them the full rights and privileges
of nationals of the country, and subject them to the same obligations.”47
Egypt ratified the 1969 OAU convention in 1992, this took place after Egypt started to
receive refugee populations from several African countries, which had led to yet another
complication. As per the MoU, the Egyptian government left UNHCR the sole option of
resettlement as a durable solution. This option, coupled with the fact that most resettlement
countries do not accept the expanded OAU Refugee Convention, could create a problem for
refugees who do not fit the 1951 refugee criteria.48
4.4 Analysis of the Five Reservations Egypt Entered to the 1951 Refugee Convention and
the Laws Pertaining to them:
At the time of the signing of the Refugee Convention in 1951, the Egyptian government
made four reservations to the convention. The first one is to article 12(1) which relates to
personal status, article 20 (rationing), article 22(1) access to primary education, article 23 public
relief and assistance, and article 24 (labor legislation and social security).49
However, the important question that poses itself is what the real impact of these 4
reservations on the day to day lives of refugees was and how they are applied in practices to
refugees residing in Egypt. To be able to fully address this question, each reservation should be
analyzed, while understanding its level of application and whether it has a true impact on the
shaping of Egypt’s refugee policy.
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4.4.1 Article 12 (1) (Personal Status)
The first article to which Egypt had formulated a reservation is article 12(1), which
pertains to personal status of a refugee.50 The article states that: “The personal status of a refugee
shall be governed by the law of the country of his domicile or, if he has no domicile, by the law
of the country of his residence.” This contradicts the Egyptian civil code, which states that
foreigners in Egypt are governed by the Egyptian law.
4.4.2 Articles 20 (rationing), 22(1) Access to Primary Education, Article 23(public relief),
and 24 (Labor Legislation and Social Security)
By examining the reservations which were made to articles 20 (rationing), 22(1) access to
primary education, 23 (public relief), and 24 (labor legislation and social security), the
clarification provided by the Egyptian government is that: “the competent Egyptian authorities
had reservations because these articles consider the refugee as equal to the national. We made
this general reservation to avoid any obstacle which might affect the discretionary authority of
Egypt in granting privileges to refugees on a case-by-case basis.”51 It is imperative to understand
the ramifications of the aforementioned reservations in order to be able to properly assess
whether the rights of refugees are negatively affected or not.

Egypt’s reservation to the article reads as follows: Egypt formulated a reservation to article 12 (1) because it is in contradiction
with the internal laws of Egypt. This article provides that the personal status of a refugee shall be governed by the law of the
country of his domicile or, failing this, of his residence. This formula contradicts article 25 of the Egyptian civil code, which
reads as follows: "The judge declares the applicable law in the case of persons without nationality or with more than one
nationality at the same time. In the case of persons where there is proof, in accordance with Egypt, of Egyptian nationality, and
at the same time in accordance with one or more foreign countries, of nationality of that country, the Egyptian law must be
applied." The competent Egyptian authorities are not in a position to amend this article (25) of the civil code.
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4.4.2.1 Articles 20: Rationing
By analyzing the effects of article 20, according to a senior officer in the UNHCR Office in
Cairo, who has worked in the field of refugee protection for years and was interviewed for the
purpose of this research, explains that: “The reservation is in force, yet is not deemed to have a
direct effect on the day to day life of refugees in Egypt, whereby matters like rationing and
public relief and assistance are not even commonly available for Egyptian nationals themselves
in light of the deteriorating economic situation in Egypt”52.
4.4.2.2. Article 22 (1): Public Education
As for article 22(1), which relates to access to primary education, the reservation became
null and void after Egypt had ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) in July
1990, which made primary education compulsory and available for all children according to
article 28.53 Moreover, a Ministerial Decree No. 24 was issued by the Minister of Education in
1992, allowing children of recognized refugees to attend public schools in Egypt.54 As for article
23, which pertains to public relief and assistance, the Egyptian government gave the same
explanation as article 20, and according to the official, it does not have an effect on the daily
lives of refugees given the fact that most Egyptians do not receive it as well.
4.4.2.3 Article 24: Labour Legislation and Social Security
The final reservation to analyze is article 24, which is labor legislation and social
security, the senior official explains that many people may think that refugees aren’t allowed to
work in Egypt because of this reservation, however, that is a misconception. The official
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explains that the article does not affect the right to work, as it falls under Chapter IV of
Convention entitled welfare. It is important to note that Egypt had not formulated any reservation
to articles under chapter III, entitled “Gainful Employment”. This means that when assessing the
effect of this reservation on refugees, it can be surmised that it has no effect indeed. However,
the right to obtain work permits in Egypt is hampered by other restrictions. The refugee’s right to
work in Egypt is restricted because of laws that are applied to all foreigners residing in Egypt
requiring them to provide documents and to go through complicated procedures, which are in
most cases not applicable to refugees.55
By assessing the four reservations that the Egyptian had made to the 1951 Convention, it
can be safely concluded that most of them do not have a direct impact on the daily lives of
refugees nor on the rights that they are supposed to enjoy in the country of asylum. Most of them
had either been nullified by the entering of other conventions, by the signing of ministerial
decrees or simply by not apply to the bigger portion of the nationals themselves and thus not
stripping refugees of a right that the nationals are enjoying.
4.5 Analysis of the National Laws Shaping Egypt’s Asylum Policy:
During the past years, presidential, ministerial decrees and national laws have shaped the
legal framework of Egypt towards refugees and by consequence, impacted the lives of refugees
residing in Egypt and had a direct effect on the services, assistance, and rights they enjoy.
Among these ministerial decrees is Decree Number 24 in 1992, which was issued by the Minister
of Education enabling children of refugees to attend Egyptian schools. Another example is the
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MoU signed between the Ministry of Health and UNHCR 2016, allowing UNHCR to provide
healthcare for refugees residing in Egypt.56
Among the important domestic legislation, which relate to refugees in Egypt are:
•

“The Egyptian Constitution of 2014 provides protection to refugees and asylum seekers;
for instance, article 91 prohibits the extradition of political refugees.

•

Law No. 104 of 1985 prevents foreign persons and companies from owning agricultural
property, fertile land, or desert land in Egypt.

•

Presidential Decree No. 331 of 1980, 28 May 1981 adopted the Refugee Convention as
domestic law.

•

Presidential Decree No. 89 of 1960 on the Residency and Entry of Foreigners bans
foreigners who do not have valid travel documents from entering the country.
Regarding the first aforementioned law, the prohibition of the extradition of political

refugees is in line with one of the cornerstones of the 1951 Refugee Convention, which is article
33 “non-refoulment”. Non-refoulement prohibits a country from returning a refugee to a state
where he could face persecution.57 This provides protection for refugees who flee their countries
because of political persecution and who fear extradition requests made by their countries.
Additionally, Presidential Decree No. 331 of 1980 adopted the Refugee Convention as
domestic law in May 1981 which means that it is applicable in Egyptian courts. Presidential
Decree No. 89 of 1960 on the Residency and Entry of Foreigners bans foreigners, who do not
have valid travel documents, from entering the country. This law treats refugees on an equal
footing with foreigners and bans their entry without valid documents. Accordingly, this
56
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constitutes a problem for refugees, who in many cases lose their travel documents during the
journey or are unable to issue proper documentation in their countries of origin.
Law No. 124 of 1958 prevents foreigners from owning agricultural land in Egyptian
territory for security reasons, these laws apply to refugees, with some exceptions, as they are
generally treated as foreigners. For example, Law No. 15 of 1963 makes Palestinian refugees an
exception to the provisions of Law No. 124. That is in addition to the four freedoms agreement
between Egypt and Sudan, which was signed in Egypt in 2004. The agreement allows Egyptians
and Sudanese the right of movement and residence in both countries. It also affords citizens of
both countries the right to work and to own property. Moreover, the agreement stipulates that a
monitoring committee shall be formed to ensure its proper implementation.58 This agreement
could have eased the lives of Sudanese refugees in Egypt, however, Egypt neither ratified nor
implemented it. Another “agreement on movement and residency of nationals” was reached in
May 2017 between the governments of Egypt and Sudan. The agreement aims to address several
issues between the two countries. The most significant of which is the granting of a six-months
visa-free of charge to males holding a regular passport. However, Sudan resumed the practice of
requesting visas for males before entering the country.59 This clearly illustrates how the lack of a
unified asylum law could cause confusion to the refugees themselves, due to the constant
changes in the bilateral agreements between both governments. These bilateral agreements
usually serve to enhance the economic integration between countries by offering benefits and
privileges to its citizens. In some cases, refugees as well benefit from these agreements, but the
constant changes in these agreements and in the policies between countries could often cause
confusion and affect refugees.
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The sudden change of policies was evident during the beginning of the Syrian crisis and
the ensuing influx of Syrians seeking refuge in Egypt. At the beginning of the Syrian refugee
crisis, Egypt had an open-door policy and allowed Syrian Nationals to enter Egypt with a visa on
arrival for a duration varying from three to six months. However, this policy was revised in
2013, and Syrians became required to obtain a visa prior to their entry because of national
security reasons cited at the time.60
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Chapter 5: Exploring the Current Practices by the Egyptian Government and Highlighting
the Gaps Between the Existing Laws and Implementation on the Ground
This chapter will look at the existing laws that are governing refugees in Egypt and
compare them to the current government practices, in order to identify and highlight the gaps and
the areas that need to be addressed. Egypt’s legal framework regarding refugees is premised on
the 1951 Refugee Convention as well as its additional 1967 protocol in addition to the other
documents mentioned earlier. In addition to that, several presidential and ministerial decrees also
helped shape the legal framework and outlined refugee entitlements in the country of asylum.
In order to be able to highlight and analyze the government’s practices, this chapter will
explore each right individually and assess its application to refugees and asylum seekers living in
Egypt. It will focus on certain rights that are among the most pressing and critical to refugees and
asylum seekers, and which are rights they should be enjoying according to the 1951 Refugee
Convention. Among these rights is the right to access public health services, the right to
education, the right to obtain a residency permit as well as the right to access the labor market.
5.1 The Right to Access the Public Healthcare System
The right to access the health care system is not explicitly mentioned in the Refugee
Convention. However, it is interpreted under article 23 entitled “Public Relief”. Nevertheless,
Egypt made a reservation to this article at the time of the ratification of the Convention.
Therefore, the right to access public health in Egypt is granted to refugees on the basis of
other legal instruments, such as the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights (ICESCR) that Egypt is party to and which “provides a right for everyone to the
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enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.”61 Additionally, the
Convention of the Right of the Child (CRC) specifies that that refugee and asylum seeker
children should be provided with best available healthcare services. Furthermore, the Egyptian
constitution criminalizes the denial of emergency medical care to anyone in a life-threatening
situation regardless of their nationality.

62

This affords refugees and asylum seekers residing in

Egypt the right to access the healthcare system in case of a life-threatening situation that requires
emergency care regardless of their status or nationality.
Refugees in Egypt are currently enjoying access to healthcare. A particularly significant
ministerial decree issued to regulate refugee access to healthcare is Decree number 601 of the
year 2012.63 This decree specifically allowed Syrians access to the public health system.
Additionally, the decree refers to several other decrees such as the Presidential decree number
242 of the year 1996, which allowed access to “some Arab and some African states”. The same
decree also refers to two other previous decrees number 217 and 337 for the year 2012; these
allowed patients from Sudan and Eritrea to be treated on an equal footing with Egyptians.64
Which demonstrates that refugees from Arab and African states were allowed access to the
public health care system since 1996. According to a senior UNHCR official, the 2012 decree
was put in place after the massive influx of Syrian refugees to Egypt in 2012, it aimed at further
enhancing and mainstreaming the inclusion of refugees. However, this meant that the
aforementioned inclusion previously existed.65
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5.1.1 Cooperation Between UNHCR and the Ministry of Health in Providing Healthcare to
Refugees
Furthermore, an additional MoU was signed between UNHCR and the Ministry of Health
and Population (MOHP) in 2014, furthering the cooperation between these two parties to ensure
access to emergency healthcare in public hospitals and applied to all nationalities.66
Moreover, a second and a third MoU were signed in January and October 2016,67 which
set the standards of cooperation between the two entities and allowed UNHCR to grant refugees
and asylum seekers access to primary and emergency healthcare in public hospitals. As part of
the MoU articles related to cooperation with MoHP, UNHCR offered a donation in the form of
procurement of medical equipment to upgrade the health care services and to provide better
facilities for both nationals and refugees.68 This donation came as a show of gratitude of UNHCR
to the efforts exerted by the Egyptian Ministry of Health while demonstrating the former’s
solidarity with the Ministry of Health for allowing refugees access to medical services in public
hospitals. It is important to note that these services come at a great cost to the Egyptian
government and that the actual amounts expended by the government for the services provided
for refugees far exceeds UNHCR donation.69Consequently, and as a result of this fruitful
cooperation, UNHCR representatives met with the Minister of Health in April 2019 to commend
the government for its efforts in including refugees and asylum seekers in Egypt 100 million
health initiative for hepatitis C testing and treatment and years standing inclusion in Primary
health care services and National immunization campaigns.70 This is, in fact, all part of the
Egyptian government’s “Expanded program of Immunization” which provides vaccines required
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either on routine or national campaign basis for both nationals as well as refugees to protect both
the host as well as the refugee communities.71
Furthermore, there are two other national health initiatives for nationals and includes
refugees as well. The first one is the “National program to treat and prevent Tuberculosis”, the
second is “the National program to combat HIV-AIDS”. The two programs ensure all access to
confidential testing and medications available for patients in public hospitals such as chest and
fever hospitals and also in coordination with NGOs partners for other support and care services
for refugees. 72
5.1.2 The Complementary Role of UNHCR in Providing Healthcare Services to Refugees
On the UNHCR’s part, the organization provides complementary primary, secondary,
and emergency medical assistance through different implementing partners operating in
cooperation with the Ministry of Health and Population. In this regard, it is noteworthy that
implementing partners are divided into three categories. For chronic diseases care, refugees
depend on Caritas for medical assistance, as they provide “treatment for chronic diseases for
refugees”. As for secondary and emergency medical assistance, Save the Children (SCI) are the
partner that provides this service.73

Additionally, the Egyptian government generally covers

ambulance care as well as cases of refugees requiring emergency admittance into the emergency
rooms. However, due to overcrowded hospitals and limited resources, UNHCR often steps in to
play a complementary role to assist in providing these services. This is accomplished through
UNHCR’s aforementioned implementing partners, with the aim of bridging the gap in the health
care assistance. However, these services pertain more to cases suffering from chronic diseases,
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and cases requiring costly surgeries and interventions, which are normally offered to Egyptians
through either health insurance or state-funded committee schemes is covered by UNHCR in the
case of refugees.74
5.1.3 The Status of Refugees in National Healthcare Insurance Schemes
Accordingly, it is safe to say that refugees in Egypt do not face problems related to the
access of the healthcare system, as they receive equal treatment to Egyptians themselves. Albeit,
the problem refugees face is of a financial nature, which is related to the coverage of expenses
which are not affordable by many refugees.
In this context, it is noteworthy that the general healthcare insurance system in Egypt
only covers workers in public sectors, in addition to students enrolled in public schools. This
means that the general health insurance system does not cover a substantial portion of the
population. To remedy this, the Egyptian government recently introduced the Universal health
insurance law 2/ 201875, aimed at covering the entire population. Additionally, in terms of
expenses, the new medical insurance system is intended to be completely free of charge for
people who are under the poverty line as per international standards, amounting to an estimated
amount 35% of the Egyptian population.76
As for the status of refugees with regards to the new medical insurance system, article 68
of the universal health insurance law, includes refugees as possible beneficiaries of the insurance
scheme and states that amounts to be paid will be specified for each category of beneficiaries.77
However, the challenge facing refugees, in this case, will be paying for the medical insurance
premium. To attempt to address this, UNHCR has regularly consulted with the MOHP regarding
74
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the inclusion of refugees in the new national medical insurance system, while offering support in
the form of advocacy with donors who could support and cover the insurance cost for refugees.78
5.1.4 The Status of Refugees During the Most Recent National COVID-19 Response Plan &
Psycho-social Support
Most recently, the Egyptian government launched an initiative to include refugees and
asylum seekers in the national COVID-19 response plan. Accordingly, both categories are
allowed admittance, necessary testing, and treatment in public hospitals for COVID-19 related
symptoms. This initiative also includes all foreigners residing in Egypt; however, it specifies
refugees and asylum seekers to be covered.79
As for mental health and Psycho-social support, the Psychosocial Services and Training
Institute in Cairo (PSTIC) in co-operation with the Terres des Hommes (TDH) Organization
offer refugees and asylum seekers psychosocial support in cooperation with the Ministry of
Health. Additionally, Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) is another implementing partner of
UNHCR when it comes to providing psychological and mental care health through clinics spread
across different areas in Egypt. 80
In sum, even though refugees and asylum seekers in Egypt are granted the same access
rights to the healthcare system in the country, they still face several challenges when it comes to
the utilization of this access due to the fragmented health care system provided. Services offered
to refugees are divided between public hospitals and private hospitals through UNHCR’s
implementing partners. Furthermore, the fact that refugees are not allowed access to employment
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does not make it easy for them to be included in the insurance scheme because most of them do
not have a stable source of income, and those who do, spend most of it on monthly rent.
5.2 The Right to Access Public Education
The right to education in Egypt is divided into two main parts, primary and secondary
education on the one hand, and higher education on the other.
5.2.1 Access to Primary and Secondary Education:
Primary and secondary education constitute one of the rights stipulated in the 1951
Refugee Convention under article 22 “Public Education”. However, as previously mentioned,
Egypt made a reservation to article 22(1). However, this reservation was invalidated after Egypt’s
ratification of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) in 1967.
Nevertheless, access to education in Egypt remains nationality-based, meaning that
disparity in access is often large. For instance, both Sudanese and South Sudanese nationals are
granted access to public schools based on bilateral agreements between their respective
governments and the Egyptian government. Syrians were also granted the same access after a
Ministerial Decree allowed them to enroll in public schools. Similarly, Yemeni children were also
allowed access to public schools as an exception after their recent influx to Egypt.81 However,
other nationalities such as Ethiopians, Eritreans, Somalis, and Iraqis are not afforded the same
access rights to public schools in Egypt and, accordingly, remain reliant on community and
private schools. 5.2.2 UNHCR’s Support Provided to Refugees with Regards to Access to
Primary & Secondary Education
In its own capacity, UNHCR supports refugee education through cash assistance
programs, which cover almost 91% of its education program in Egypt. The cash assistance is
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provided in the form of education grants through the Catholic Relief Services (CRS). They are
responsible for the interviewing process of refugee children, in addition to ensuring all needed
documents are presented and following up with refugee children after their enrollment. However,
the allotted sum of each grant differs based on the nationality of each recipient. For refugees and
asylum seekers who are allowed access to public schools, the grant amounts to 1,800EGP (USD
104) per academic year. While for those who are from nationalities which are denied access, the
grant amounts to 4,000 EGP (USD 231) per academic year if they are enrolled in private schools
and 1,250 EGP (USD 72) if they are enrolled in community schools per academic year.82
The above-explained distinctions in the access to primary and secondary education are a
clear demonstration of what the absence of an asylum law is causing and serves as a great
example of the lack of an efficient law that should treat refugees, asylum seekers, and their
children based on their status rather than their nationalities.
5.2.3 Additional Challenges Facing Refugees Receiving Primary & Secondary Education in
Egypt
Nonetheless, this is not the only challenge facing refugee children when it comes to
access to education. Another major problem refugee children face is the low quality of education
they receive, in addition to the fact that the school’s limited resources often causes classrooms to
be over-crowded, meaning children receive less individual attention than they should.
Consequently, this forces many children to resort to private lessons and tutoring, which are in
most cases both costly and unsustainable for most families thereby resulting in a large number of
schools drop-outs.83
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5.2.4 Additional Challenges when Opting to Enroll Children in Community Schools
Accordingly, with the myriad of challenges faced in Egyptian public schools, families
often prefer to send their children to community schools to ensure that they are being taught their
own curriculum instead of the standard Egyptian curriculum. For non-Arabic speaking refugees,
such as Ethiopians, Eritreans, and Somalis the language barrier is arguably the most significant
challenge refugee children face when accessing public education. It is also the reason these
populations seek community schools for their children to be able to study in their own
language.84
Nevertheless, community schools come with various challenges, starting with the fact
that they are not recognized by any governmental or non-governmental institutions. Additionally,
community schools are not under the supervision of any official educational institution and there
remains no way of assessing the quality of education they provide for refugee children. To make
matters worse, these schools are often very small, overcrowded, and often lack basic sanitation
and hygiene.85
It is also important to note that the protection standards provided in community schools
are very low and, with the lack of monitoring and regulation of these schools, it becomes very
difficult to identify possible violations and harassment that take place inside the classrooms,
thereby leaving refugee vulnerable and with no recourse or entity to address their grievances
should they arise.86
Community schools have been operating for more than thirty years; however, they have
transformed in the recent years into a purely profit-oriented business run by people from the
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community. In this context, UNHCR’s educational strategy has always been in favor of the
mainstreaming of all refugees into the public education system, this emanates from the entity’s
belief that such is the only way to offer refugee students the stability they need in their formative
years. This belief was substantiated by the most recent events in Egypt, which arose due to the
COVID-19 pandemic forcing schools to shut down. As students enrolled in the public schooling
system were able to resume their studies and examinations on time, while other less fortunate
students enrolled in community schools were unable to do the same and were, most likely, forced
to repeat the school year.87
There are numerous issues related to access to education for refugee and asylum seeker’s
children, although it is one of the basic rights that refugee children should enjoy. These issues
exist in spite of Egypt’s ratification of the CRC and issuance of several pertinent ministerial
decrees aimed at ensuring that all refugee children are able to properly access public schools.
These daily struggles are, in fact, linked both to the Socio-economic challenges Egypt is
currently facing, as well as the lack of a unified law and system regulating their enrollment.
5.2.5 Access to Higher Education
As for access to higher education, it is important to note that Egyptian law does not
include provisions regarding non-nationals or refugees. However, Presidential decree 49 (1972)
allowed non-nationals access higher education in Egypt, albeit not free of charge.88
The Ministry of Higher education has allowed Syrians access to higher education on
equal footing with Egyptians and free of charge since 2012.89 This is also the case for Sudanese
refugees residing in Egypt. However, by 2016 and with the, at the time, increasing numbers of
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Syrians enrolling in Egyptian public universities, and the numbers of Syrians coming from other
Arab countries to access free education, another pertinent ministerial decree was issued. The
ministerial decree allowed Syrians who had completed their high-school studies in Egypt to
access higher education free of charge. Whereas Syrians who completed their high-school
studies in Syria were required to pay 50% of the university tuition. Finally, Syrians who had
completed their high-school education in any other Arab country were required to pay the full
university tuition, which could range from $3000 to $5000. This decision was taken after several
universities complained of the huge numbers of Syrians, who had formerly lived in other Arab
countries, enrolling into Egyptian universities, and emanated from the fear that they could be
taking advantage of the free higher education system.90
5.2.6 UNHCR’s Complementary Role vis-à-vis Access to Higher Education:
On its part, UNHCR offers a grant called DAFI which is funded by Germany and covers
a period of four years for selected students. As of the latest UNHCR report, DAFI is offered to
349 students in total for four years.91 This inevitably poses a challenge for refugees, who in many
cases, are unable to afford the required fees to enroll in Egyptian universities.
In short, it is safe to say that although access to education has been granted for refugee
children for all levels of education in Egypt, it is provided based on laws for foreigners or
exceptional presidential decrees for a certain nationality following a huge influx. These
exceptional decisions and adaptations of laws inadvertently cause ambiguities both for the
Ministry of Education and refugees.
Refugees’ reliance on community schools creates an added financial burden for most
families, and even when they overcome these challenges, they are faced with constant
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harassment, racism, and over-crowded classrooms. Moreover, the lack of a clear law outlining
the rights of refugees in the areas of primary, secondary, and higher education created significant
gaps between the access rights of different nationalities, in addition to ambiguity with regards to
the implementation of these rights, as well as a lack of uniformity of the needed documents to
enroll.
According to the interview with the education officer in UNCHR Cairo office, the biggest
challenges refugee children face daily relate to the over-crowded schools, the language barrier
that many children face, racial harassment, and violence. When it comes to community schools,
the biggest challenge as previously mentioned is the lack of control and supervision over these
schools, which could lead to violations that could not be investigated properly. The lack of
sanitation and the fact that they are not affiliated to the Egyptian educational system and, as a
result, offer no stability or sustainability to students. 92
5.3 The Right to Obtain Residency Permits
The right to obtain residency permits for refugees and asylum seekers residing in Egypt is
guaranteed through the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between UNHCR and the
Egyptian government. Article 6 of the MoU, stipulates that: “The Egyptian Government will
grant to “bona fide” refugees, residing in Egypt, who fall within the High Commissioner’s
mandate, residence permits according to the regulations in force.”93 Accordingly, a ministerial
decision stipulated that refugees are allowed a renewable residency permit for the duration of 6
months.94
5.3.1 The Challenges with the Residency Permit Process
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Residency permits are issued through a cumbersome process that starts at the Egyptian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA). Refugees proceed to the Department of Refugees located
inside the Ministry to obtain a reference number. 21 days later, they are requested to approach
the Communications Office of the Residence Unit at the Passports and Immigration
Administration in Abbaseya to obtain a submission appointment. Around 10 to 15 days later,
refugees are required to return again to the residency granting office to obtain the residency
permit on their UNHCR refugee or Asylum seeker cards.95 The residency granted at this point is
usually a 6 months valid permit that requires almost two months and sometimes more to be
issued. An evidently exhausting and inefficient process. This means that refugees and asylum
seekers are forced to repeat this procedure every 4 months in order to have a valid residency
permit at all times. Naturally, due to work, time, or health-related constraints, it is no easy feat to
keep up with this perpetual process. Additionally, some nationalities face significant difficulties
obtaining residency permits. For instance, Iraqis who entered Egypt since 2016 and onwards,
have been facing serious issues with obtaining residency permits due to the fact that most of
them entered the country with a tourist visa and later sought asylum, they are therefore unable to
obtain residency permits.96
While other nationalities go through the same procedure to obtain the residency permits
on their UNHCR cards, they still face challenges because of the long and cumbersome renewal
procedures and the heavy centralization of the residency issuance process. Many refugees have
to travel to Cairo from different governorates to obtain the residency permits. These refugees
usually have to travel around 3 times every renewal cycle, this of course is very costly and places
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a burden on refugees, whether in terms of the money required in order to travel or the money lost
due to time being taken off of work.97
5.3.2 Enactment of the new Residency Permit System
Additionally, Egyptian authorities replaced since the 26th of October the old residency
stickers that refugees and asylum seekers used to receive on their cards every 6 months, and
which used to cost 40 EGP, with a new residency card. The new residency card initially cost 570
Egyptian pounds for every person above the age of 12. However, this price was reduced to 100
Egyptian pounds per person after UNHCR - based on consultations with refugees - expressed its
concerns to the Egyptian government that the proposed price would create an added challenge
for refugees. The Egyptian government had also announced that the card might give its holder
the right to enjoy some social services, however, it did not specify these exact services. 98
5.3.3 The Effects of Short-term Residency Permit on Refugees
Needless to say, the inability to obtain long-term residency permits has detrimental
effects on refugees in different areas. According to a Senior UNHCR Egypt official interviewed
on this issue, the short-term residency permits create added challenges for parents when enrolling
their children in public schools as they are obliged to have a valid residency permit at all times.
The renewal procedures of these short-term residency permits are notably complex and require
several visits to be completed over a relatively long period of time, as refugees spend 30% of the
duration of their residency permits trying to renew them. This is compounded by the extreme
centralization of the renewal process, forcing refugee families to travel from all over Egypt to
Cairo around three or four times every 4 months to obtain the residency. Thereby creating a
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serious financial strain on most families. Additionally, refugees are forced to ask for days off to
complete the process, which is not always possible and often puts them at risk of losing their
jobs. 99
According to a senior member of the UNHCR management in Egypt, refugees obtain the
MFA number and wait for two, and in some cases, three months until they get the residency
permit stamp. During these two to three months, they are at risk of detention, loss of
employment, and loss of any services linked to having a valid residency as authorities do not
consider the MFA reference number to be a valid residency permit. This puts refugees at risk of
deportation and creates pressure to renew the residency permit ahead of time in the hopes of
avoiding spending a period of time with an invalid residency permit.100
Among other problems refugees face, on account of the short-term residency permits they
receive, is the fact that their cellular phone numbers expire with the expiry of their residency
permits. Unless they ensure that it remains valid, they risk losing their phone numbers and are
therefore forced to change their numbers, which in some cases results in the loss of services if
they are supposed to receive messages on their phones to receive certain vital services from
UNHCR such as the monthly financial assistance some refugees receive.101
5.4 The right to work
Naturally, the right to work is one of the most pressing issues to refugees. Egypt did not
make any reservations to article 17 (wage-earning employment) and article 18 (Selfemployment) of the 1951 Refugee Convention. Nevertheless, refugees in Egypt are still unable
to access the formal labor market due to other restrictions related to domestic laws and
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legislations. Accordingly, these practices by the Egyptian government lead to a contravention of
the 1951 Refugee Convention.
Legally, as per the first part of article 17, refugees “lawfully” residing in the country
should enjoy “the most favorable treatment accorded to nationals of a foreign country in the
same circumstances, as regards the right to engage in wage-earning employment.”102 This means
that refugees who legalized their stay in Egypt, and who have been granted refugee status by
UNHCR and hold valid residency permits, should enjoy the most favorable treatment possible,
on par with other non-nationals in Egypt.
Consequently, this means that refugees residing in Egypt should enjoy the same
treatment, benefits, and exceptions awarded to certain nationalities. Among these are the
exemption from the non-competition principle granted to Palestinians in Egypt as well as the
waiver of work permit fees that Sudanese, Palestinians, and other nationalities enjoy.103
Furthermore, the second part of article 17 states that restrictive measures should not be
applied to refugees if they fulfill one of three criteria, the first of which is being married to a
national of the country, the second is having at least one child who has the nationality of the
country of residence and the third, which is the most relevant to refugees in Egypt, is being a
resident of the country for three years.104 This means that according to the 1951 Refugee
Convention, refugees who have been legally residing in Egypt for three years should be
permitted access to employment. However, this is still not the case as refugees are still treated as
non-nationals instead of refugees.
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5.4.1 Differences between De Jure and De Facto Rights to Work Granted to Refugees in
Egypt
Even though there are no reservations to articles 17 and 18 of the Refugee Convention,
refugees in Egypt are treated in the same manner as non-nationals and face the same restrictions
and regulations that non-nationals face when they try to work as stipulated by Egyptian law.
These regulations include obtaining a work permit which is both very difficult and costly.105
Egyptian labor law regulates work for foreigners and sets certain criteria for a foreigner
to be able to obtain a work permit. Among these criteria are that employers should ensure that at
all times, foreigners should not exceed 10% of their employees. 106
Among other criteria that need to be fulfilled to be able to work as a foreigner in Egypt is
the requirement of the employer to hire two Egyptian assistants to be trained for every foreign
expert. Furthermore, the foreigner’s experience and qualifications must amount to a minimum of
three years, and hiring a foreigner should not affected the rights of a nation to receive that same
job. Additionally, foreigners born in Egypt or living in Egypt should be given priority.
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In

addition to the aforementioned conditions, “It is to be noted that the fees for a work permit are
very high: 3000 Egyptian Pounds per year for the first three years, then the fee rises to 5000
Egyptian Pounds for the fourth year with a yearly increase by 1000 Egyptian Pounds, up to a
maximum fee of 12000 Egyptian Pounds”.108
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5.4.2 The Practice of the Right to Self-Employment in Egypt
Article 18 of the Refugee convention entitled “ self-employment” states “that countries
should accord to refugees lawfully staying in the country” equal treatment as non-nationals when
it comes to work related to the fields of “agriculture, industry, handicrafts, and commerce and to
establish commercial and industrial companies”109
Interestingly, self-employment is ostensibly an accessible option for both refugees and
non-nationals. According to the Ministry of International cooperation, refugees can register
businesses on an equal footing with foreigners, pending the receipt of a security clearance, which
is unsurprisingly uneasily obtained. As a result, some refugees opt to have an Egyptian partner to
register the business under, thereby increasing their chances of obtaining the needed clearances.
However, oftentimes, this arrangement causes problems and makes the refugee vulnerable to
exploitation by the Egyptian partner as reported by many refugees.110
5.4.3 The Ramifications of the Lack of Refugee Access to the Formal Labor Market:
The inability of refugees to work and generate income for themselves and their families
creates a dependency on UNHCR’s financial assistance and as a result, creates an added burden
on the organization to provide the needed financial assistance to cover all refugee families
suffering from unemployment or irregular employment. Additionally, refugees’ inability to
freely take up employment in the formal labor market lowers their chances of local integration
and creates a sense of non-belonging for refugees residing in Egypt.111
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Most African refugees, whether Sudanese, Somalis, Ethiopians, or Eritreans are forced to
work in the informal sector. The majority of women try to find job opportunities as domestic
workers, while men find jobs in the service industries, mostly as drivers and gardeners or other
manual labor. Unfortunately, because refugees are forced to work in the informal sector, they
have no job security or benefits of any kind. Most of the time, these refugees report severe
exploitation by their employers, as well as being paid less than their Egyptian counterparts.
Many female domestic workers also report being subjected to sexual exploitation or harassment
and being threatened to get fired at any moment should they object. Moreover, due to the fact
that refugees work in the informal sector, they have no authority to resort to in order to express
their grievances or to seek legal action when they are exploited or abused by their employer since
they do not have any work permits.112
5.4.4 The Limited Role of UNHCR in Mitigating the Effects of the Lack of Access to the
Formal Labor Market:
On UNHCR’s part, their livelihood programs are constrained due to the lack of job
opportunities. Refugees are only allowed to work in companies within the 10% allowed for
foreigners, however, employers need to pay huge sums of money and go through prolonged
paperwork in order to hire these refugees. This has resulted in most of their work opportunities
through livelihood programs being limited to mere training or volunteer contracts. These
contracts are usually very short and do not guarantee any benefits to the refugees. Unfortunately,
there is almost nothing that could be done to guarantee that the employers will not exploit the
refugees based on their need to work. Accordingly, the biggest challenge facing UNHCR is
finding employers who understand the background of refugees and are willing to support and
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offer them jobs, which is not always an easy task. The other challenge UNHCR faces with work
for refugees is the need to provide them with extensive professional and vocational training,
since most of them end up working in different professions than their own. These trainings
usually require of time and costs large sums of money. 113
5.5 The right to Naturalization
Although Egypt made no reservations to article 34 of the 1951 Refugee Convention
pertaining to “Naturalization”, which specifies that states should take all the necessary measures
to ease the process of naturalization for refugees, and also specifies that states should make
efforts to accelerate the process and to decrease all the possible costs incurred in the process.114
Egypt did not take steps to implement this article for refugees in Egypt.
The Egyptian citizenship law does not exclude refugees, but it does not offer them any
preferential treatment. However, they could benefit from some particular articles such as article 2
stipulating that nationality could be acquired through an Egyptian father or an Egyptian
mother.115 Article 2 of the law also stipulates that the Egyptian nationality is granted: “to each
foreigner born in Egypt and his ordinary residence has been in it on attaining full age, if he
applies within one year from attaining full age”116 Moreover, article 7 states that a foreign
woman who marries a Egyptian man, is eligible to obtain the nationality if she notifies the
Ministry of Interior and if the marriage is not terminated within two years. However, after the
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two years, if the marriage is terminated, she does not forfeit the Egyptian Nationality. It is
important to note that this article does not apply to foreign men marrying Egyptian women.117
Some refugees had been able to benefit from the Egyptian nationality law, in case of
marriage from Egyptian men or in some cases where refugee families had arrived in Egypt with
their children who had spent their whole lives in Egypt and are eligible to apply for the
nationality.118
On the other hand, The Egyptian parliament approved in June 2019 a draft law allowing
foreign Investors to acquire Egyptian citizenship under certain conditions. These conditions
include: “buying state-owned property for a minimum of $US 500,000. Another condition is to
join an investment project worth $US 400,000 at least and with a partnership rate of not less than
40 percent of the project’s capital. The third condition is depositing an amount of $US 750,000
from abroad, to be paid back in EGP after the deposit by five years in according to the Central
Bank of Egypt’s rate, and without interest. Lastly, the fourth condition which would facilitate the
acquisition of getting Egyptian nationality would be upon depositing $US 250,000 as foreign
funds to the state’s budget.” 119
These conditions are mainly targeted at investors but could potentially benefit some
refugees who are not facing financial problems. It is also important to note that the new law
increased the fee for the citizenship application form from 50EGP to 1000EGP.
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Chapter 6: The drafting of the newly announced asylum law in Egypt, where it stands and the
priority area it should address.
This chapter aims to examine the Egyptian government’s decision to draft a new asylum law. It will
begin by highlighting the role of the new department in UNHCR Cairo operation entitled “Capacity
development & training”, which is dedicated to training government officials on refugee rights and
entitlements, based on the requests of the Egyptian Government. This department has the potential to
train government staff and spread awareness about refugee rights and, hopefully, fill the gap that the
was created by the lack of clear laws and regulations. Furthermore, through reviewing other asylum
laws in different countries, this research will offer recommendations for the Egyptian asylum law
currently being elaborated.
6.1 What we know so far about the asylum law:
Advocacy is one of the main roles that UNCHR plays to protect refugees. For years, UNHCR
has been advocating with the Egyptian government to assume part of its responsibility for refugees,
in order to allow UNHCR to play its main role, which is to co-operate with the government, monitor,
and ensure the practices of the government are in conformity with pertinent international
standards.120
6.2 First Announcement of the Drafting of a New Asylum Law:
The Egyptian government first announced that it was in the process of drafting an asylum law
during a workshop that was held by UNHCR in collaboration with the International Institute of
Humanitarian Law in San Remo from the 22nd to the 25th of September 2019. The workshop
discussed international Refugee law and was attended by: “representatives of national cadres and
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legislative bodies, including the Deputy Assistant Minister for Migration, Refugees and
Combatting Human Trafficking, Ambassador

Dina Al-Sehy,

and UNHCR Egypt’s

Representative Mr. Karim Atassi”. The workshop was held with the purpose of explaining the
legal framework for refugees, including International Refugee Law, Human Rights Law, and
other international and national sources.121 It was during this workshop that Ambassador Dina
El-Sehy announced, on the 22nd of September 2020, that “Egypt is in the process of drafting a
national asylum legislation.”122
The announcement came following UNHCR’s provision of intensive trainings to
government officials from different sectors on Refugee Law, the rights of refugees as well as the
role that the government should be playing vis-à-vis refugees.123
6.3 The Role of UNHCR in Supporting the Egyptian Government in Drafting the new
Asylum Law
In this regard, it is important to note that UNHCR has, since the beginning of 2019,
upgraded the Capacity development & Training department into an independent unit with a larger
mandate and role after, the department was merely part of the Refugee Protection Unit with a limited
role and relatively small impact. The new department is tasked with training government officials
who hold a diverse range of positions on all matters related to refugees, their rights, and
obligations.124
In the beginning of February 2019, UNHCR held a three-day workshop with the Ministry of
Justice which addressed International Refugee Law and the principles of protection with the aim of
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advancing the capacity of government officials. The workshop was attended by 35 judges and district
prosecutors who deal with refugees in their daily work.125
Notably, the Egyptian government had recently expressed interest in highlighting the work on
refugee issues in Egypt. It has been reported that several governmental departments requested
intensive trainings for their staff and awareness sessions.
6.4 Potential Reasons for Egyptian Government’s Decision to Draft an Asylum Law
There are several possible reasons related to Egypt’s decision to draft an asylum law. One of
the reasons that could be behind the Egyptian government’s interest in drafting an asylum law, is to
try to be more in line with most of its donors models and policies, namely the European Union (EU),
in addition to its attempt to mirror a successful example in the region.126
Another possible one pertains to the European externalization of the migration policies in the
Middle East and North Africa. Accordingly, having an asylum policy regulating the rights of
refugees and potentially allowing them better-living conditions and rights in Egypt, could be seen as
means to reduce attempts for irregular migration to EU countries. In this context, the EU actively
promotes better asylum policies in the countries where it wants to keep refugees with the ultimate
aim of slowly transforming these countries from transit to destination countries.127
After the 2015 refugee crisis broke out and struck Europe specifically, the EU’s policies of
externalization and securitization of refugee issues grew significantly. To this end, EU countries have
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gradually tightened its control over the borders to regulate the flow of migration.128 As part of the
EU’s attempts to ensure that the migration flow is kept far away from its borders, several initiatives
took place during that time, most notably was the Joint Valletta Action Plan (JVAP) in 2015, which
mainly aimed main to “enhance migration governance between Europe and African countries”,
thereby becoming a “regional framework to address migration policy”.129 As a follow up to the
JVAP, the Khartoum and the Rabat processes were identified as the tools to monitor the
implementation of the plan referred to herein.130
In 2017, the EU commission’s third progress report stated that “the Partnership Framework
with third countries under the European Agenda on Migration, which also assesses the progress
achieved and sets out next steps in the EU's efforts to more effectively manage migration along
the Central Mediterranean Route.”131 The report included news that “the EU now has an
agreement to launch a formal EU-Egypt dialogue on migration, fully embedding migration the
overall relations and existing frameworks such as ENP, Khartoum, and Valletta.”132
Furthermore, EU leaders decided to start a dialogue with Egypt in an informal summit
held in Austria in September 2018, the purpose of the negotiations was “to reduce the number of
migrants entering the European Union from Africa.”133 This is seen to be best achieved through
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cooperation with the Egyptian government to ensure that irregular migration to Europe is
reduced and that boats that are being rescued could be sent back to the countries of transit.134
The continuous talks and backing from the EU and its leaders could be another reason
why the Egyptian government initiated the drafting of the asylum law, in order to have a clear
legal framework for refugees and asylum seekers in Egypt and to possibly follow the model of
other countries.
6.4.1 The Egyptian Governments Explanation as to why the Drafting Process began:
It is important to note that, to this date, there is no official government statement
explaining why the decision to draft an Asylum law was made. However, upon interviewing a
government official working directly on the new asylum law, and confronting the official with
the above-mentioned theories, it was stated that these theories are not among the reasons behind
the Egyptian government’s initiative. Instead, the official stated that the initiative to draft an
Egyptian asylum law began almost a year and a half ago in mid-2019. It commenced with
several rounds of internal consultations and national meetings between different government
offices working directly with refugees. In order to begin preparing for the new law coming into
force, trainings and workshops were organized with UNHCR’s Training and Capacity Building
Unit to train officials on international refugee law as well as other aspects of refugee
protection.135
The official reported that there were several reasons why the Egyptian government
decided to draft the Asylum law. The first is economically motivated and emanates from the
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Egyptian government’s belief that the number of refugees registered with UNHCR does not
reflect the actual number of refugees currently residing in Egypt. As a result, Egypt does not
receive adequate and sufficient funding since the reported numbers seem minute in comparison
to other neighboring countries.136 The Egyptian president had in fact reported during the G20
summit held in September 2016 that: “Egypt is hosting five million refugees and immigrants
despite facing economic challenges, adding that the root causes of the refugee crisis must be
addressed. 137 However, as mentioned before the number of refugees registered with UNHCR is
258,816138 which constitutes a fraction of the reported number.
In this regard, one of the reasons that could be inferred from the official interviewer’s
statements is that the Egyptian government is not receiving enough funding and is seeking to
highlight its role and efforts with regards to refugee issue in Egypt in order to attract more
international cooperation. The Egyptian government feels that the efforts exerted in the area of
refugees are not being reflected internationally because the numbers of refugees reported do not
reflect the reality on the ground.
The second reason behind drafting the law is for the Egyptian government to have
ownership over the refugee portfolio in Egypt and to able to understand where the government
stand and, consequently, the steps that need to be taken. The government wants to be able to
decide who is granted the refugee status and who is not on its territory, all of course in light of
the refugee convention. It is expected that with the new asylum law, the Egyptian government
would assume responsibility of the registration as well as the refugee status determination (RSD)
136
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process for asylum seekers, however, this takeover will most likely occur in a gradual manner
with long timeframe in cooperation with UNHCR.139
6.4.2 Explaining the Discrepancies in Official Government Figures and Other Figures
Reported
The discrepancies in the above-mentioned figures could be attributed to several factors.
The most important of which is the fact that some nationalities used to enjoy rights on an equal
footing with Egyptian citizens, meaning that they were not treated as refugees and asylum
seekers. This was the case for Sudan after “The 1976 Wadi El Nil (Nile Valley)” agreement
which ended in 1995. The agreement granted Sudanese people special treatment and allowed
them access to work, education, healthcare, and property ownership.140 In this regard, it is
important to note, that after the agreement ended, Sudanese people who had entered Egypt from
1976 to 1995 continued to enjoy the same rights they were granted when the agreement was in
effect, 141 which meant that they could continue living in Egypt without the need to seek asylum
and register with UNCHR and therefore unaccounted for among Egypt’s refugee population.142
The discussion about the number of Sudanese citizens residing in Egypt dates back to the
early 2000s and has been repeatedly brought up by the Egyptian government on several
occasions. Starting with the Egyptian ambassador to Sudan’s statement that Egypt hosts “more
than four million Sudanese nationals”.143 Additionally, other documents support the same claim,
for example, “a Canadian Government document has references from the year 2000, estimating
139
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“two to five million Sudanese citizens residing in Egypt”. The Carnegie Endowment has a record
of discussions from 1999 citing an estimate of around three million”,144
These vast numbers have been reiterated several times through Egyptian and international
documents and statements. However, there are no fact and reports to back these figures up and,
accordingly, allow the Egyptian government to be able to bargain for sufficient funds in return
for hosting refugees and migrants.
However, an upper management UNHCR Cairo official commented on the above
statement regarding the huge numbers of refugees in Egypt and agreed that indeed the numbers
could be considerably higher than the ones reported by UNHCR, due to several reasons. The
most important of which is the fact that Egypt has concluded several bilateral agreements such as
the four freedoms agreement which enables Sudanese and South Sudanese rejected asylum
seekers to apply for residency permits and resume their stay in Egypt. In this case, they do not
enjoy the refugee status and still reside in the country as migrants in this case.145
This also applied to Libyans residing in Egypt, which are estimated to range from 800,000
to a million Libyans. UNHCR does not register Libyans who are allowed to enter Egypt without
a visa according to a bilateral agreement as well. In this case, they are once again considered to
be migrants.146
These bilateral agreements exist between Egypt and several other, often refugee-producing
Arab states such as Yemen, Iraq, Jordan, and Saudi-Arabia among others. Therefore, citizens
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arriving from these countries, whether fleeing war or not, do not register with UNHCR as they
are already able to obtain residency permits and access services. 147
Another issue remains with the rejected asylum-seekers, who should be deported from the
country since they failed to produce a refugee claim and are unable to legalize their stay.
Oftentimes, these rejected cases either try to obtain a residency permits based on the
aforementioned agreements or continue to live without legalizing their stay for as long as they
can. That is why there is a significant need for a proper mechanism to deal with these cases and
ensure that they leave the country if they have no right to remain.148
Additionally, students from nationalities allowing them access to public schools, such as
Syrians are able to receive “educational visas” that are valid for a year and renewable each
academic year. The educational visas extend to all family members of the student, which makes
it unnecessary to register with UNHCR if they are able to renew their documents safely.149
6.5 The progression of drafting of the asylum law
The initial consultations regarding the law involved several government entities. However,
the Ministry of Justice is the sole entity responsible for the drafting. The law was anticipated to
be concluded earlier, however, due to COVID-19 related developments, the meetings and
consultations on the law were interrupted and therefore, the issuance of the law was delayed.
Nevertheless, work on the draft law has resumed since July 2020 and is expected to be ready by
the end of the year. The draft law is said to be a very general draft, guided in essence by the 1951
refugee convention, the 1967 additional protocol, and the 1969 OAU convention as well as other
147
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relevant international instruments. The by-laws of the law reportedly contain the details of the
entitlements, the rights, and duties of refugees in Egypt as well as any possible changes to the
current practice under the new asylum law.150
It is also reported that the Egyptian government had concerns at the beginning of the
consultation process as it feared that if the Egyptian government were to entirely take over the
duties and responsibilities that UNHCR is tasked with, the organization would thus stop
providing assistance and services for refugees. However, to address these concerns, the Egyptian
government was assured that the cooperation between the Egyptian government and UNHCR
will remain intact to serve refugees.151
6.6 How could the Egyptian government encourage refugees to register?
For the Egyptian asylum law to serve its purpose, registration with the Egyptian
government needs to either mean added benefits for those who choose to register or loss of
benefits for those who decline to do so.
In this regard, there are several advantages that the Egyptian government could potentially
offer to asylum seekers as an incentive to register to the new law. These advantages could
include access to prolonged residency permits for periods of up to three years for example that
would stabilize their stay in Egypt. Another possible incentive could be allowing refugees access
to the formal labor market. Especially for professions who are unable to obtain work permit and
unable to work in the informal market, such as doctors as engineers among others. This right
would mean that refugees could potentially become self-sustainable and be less dependent on
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financial assistance from UNCHR and other NGOs, eventually becoming locally integrated in
the host community. The government could offer better and more efficient systems to access
services such as education and healthcare and could aim to offer bigger opportunities for
resettlement to third countries through cooperation and resettlement programs with third
countries.
From my interview with the government official, it remains unclear whether the
government is willing to grant refugees and asylum seekers added benefits or if the right to work
is among the rights discussed during the consultations or not. The one thing that was confirmed
about the current draft is that it is going to be a general document and that the by-laws will
provide more details and clarity. However, the biggest challenge facing the Egyptian government
at the moment would be to find a way to guarantee that unregistered asylum seekers approach the
government and register, otherwise, the government’s work in this regard would be in vain.
It is also important to look at different asylum laws applied to refugees and asylum seekers
in other countries that had witnessed large influxes of refugees in the recent years. In order to get
a clearer idea of what the Egyptian law could include, the asylum laws of Turkey, Germany and
Brazil are briefly examined to be able to come up with conclusions and recommendations for the
Egyptian asylum law.
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6.7 Examining different asylum laws adopted by different countries:
6.7.1 Turkey:
Turkey is currently one of the largest hosting countries for refugees in the world.
According to the UNHCR-Turkey’s factsheet, the country hosts around 3.6 million Syrian
refugees and 400,000 from other nationalities.152
As a result of the large influx of refugees in Turkey, its status recently shifted from a host
country to a transit country. As a result, the Turkish government put into force a new foreign law
on foreigners and international protection in 2013. The law entitled “Law No. 6458 on
Foreigners and International Protection" ("LFIP") and was drafted by the Ministry of Interior in
collaboration with various entities, international institutions, governmental and nongovernmental organizations, human rights associations, and academics. The LFIP was drafted in
accordance with the EU’s migration and asylum law.”153
The law is based, primarily, on the 1951 refugee convention and the 1967 additional
protocol, which were both ratified by the Turkish government. However, the Turkish
government had maintained the geographical limitations imposed by the Refugee Convention
and therefore, is under no legal obligation to accept refugees from outside Europe. This
geographical limitation was maintained by Turkey due to its location centered between Asia,
Europe, and Africa which makes it easily reachable by people seeking asylum from these three
continents and, as a result, places a bigger burden on its government.154
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The LFIP stipulated 3 forms of international protection, which are general refugee
protection, subsidiary protection, and temporary protection. General refugees are those to whom
the conditions stipulated in the 1951 refugee convention apply and are European citizens.
Subsidiary protection applies to those non-European citizens who also fulfill the 1951 Refugee
Convention criteria and the subsidiary protection is granted to people who do not fall within the
Refugee Convention criteria but are thought to face the threat of death or torture upon return to
their countries of origin.155
The last form of protection offered by the LFIP is temporary protection, which came into
force in 2014 and applies to foreigners who arrive to Turkey in huge numbers such as Syrians
and stateless Palestinians who used to live in Syria and have fled war. Temporary protection is
received in a prima facie manner.156
The ILFP also established an agency entitled “the Directorate General of Migration
Management (DGMM)” tasked with implementing some of its provisions. To fulfill this task, the
DGMM created a registration database in 2015 called “GOC-NET” aimed at integrating asylum
seekers into the national system. The DGMM is therefore responsible for the registration and
status determination of asylum seekers after UNHCR was pulled out of fulfilling this task
gradually.157
This means that the current role of UNCHR in Turkey is focused on providing “direct
operational support, capacity building, and technical advice to the Turkish authorities. As well as
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coordinates the efforts of UN agencies and partners to support Turkey’s refugee response and to
avoid gaps in assistance.”158
The IFIP offers refugees and people who fall under the international protection status
several rights, such as access to medical insurance under Turkey’s General Health Insurance
(GSS), paid from the DGMM budget, if they are not already covered, or could not afford it.
However, since December 2019, access to primary and emergency health care is no longer free
of charge, temporary protection status holders are requested to contribute with a part of the fee
which is determined by the Ministry of Interior Affairs, however, cases with vulnerabilities are
excluded.159
As for access to education, according to Turkish law, all children, including foreigners,
have free access to “basic education”, which begins at 12 years. This also applies to recipients of
temporary protection. Children who lack documents from their previous schools, have to sit for
tests and interviews to determine their level.
Beneficiaries of temporary protection can obtain work permits in Turkey according to the
LFIP through the Ministry of Manpower. Since the beginning of 2016, temporary protection
holders are eligible to obtain work permits as well.
6.7.2 Germany
Over the past years, Germany has received significant numbers of refugees, especially
coming from Syria. Germany is party to the 1951 Refugee as well as the 1967 protocol, both
documents are integrated within the German law. Additionally, there are two important
158
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immigration laws which together constitute the German legal framework, The Asylum Act, and
The Residence Act. Over the past years and with the unfolding of the refugee crisis, several
amendments to both laws took place.
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“The Asylum Act codifies the process and

consequences of granting and denying asylum, whereas the Residence Act provides rules
concerning the entry, stay, exit, and employment of foreigners in general.”161 The Federal Office
for Migration and Refugees (BAMF) is “the a federal authority within the portfolio of the
Federal Ministry of Interior” and is responsible for most aspects related to migrants issues in
Germany.162
There are in principle two statuses granted to persons seeking asylum in Germany under
the asylum and residence acts. The refugee status, granted to persons for humanitarian reasons,
which include criteria stipulated in the 1951 refugee convention. In addition to subsidiary
protection which is a status granted to refugees who prove that upon return to their countries of
origin would face serious harm.163
Applicants granted the refugee status enjoy a residency permit of 3 years, while persons
who fall under the subsidiary protection category receive a residency permit of 1 years which is
extendable to an additional 2 years. 164
Asylum seekers are requested to either register at the border or upon arrival inside the
country, They are then directed to the closest reception facility to proceed with the registration
and to obtain the needed documents and services. The reception facilities are chosen based on the
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EASY system, which is a system put in place to distribute asylum-seekers among the German
states and is calculated based on a quota scheme.
The German Asylum Act has changed several times in the past few years in order to
adapt to the refugee crisis and the increasing influx of refugees. The most recent amendment was
in July 2019. The new law that was passed by the parliament has several aims, the most
significant of which is the “ Orderly Return law” which facilitates the deportation process for
cases which should have been deported since 2015.165
Another amendment introduced stipulates that asylum seekers in reception facilities could
be requested to stay for 18 months and up to 24 months, as opposed to six weeks and up to six
months if they have committed certain acts and violations.166 In general, access to employment is
not permitted as long as an asylum seeker residing in a reception facility, However, according to
the new law, certain criteria have been introduced to allow asylum seekers to access employment
during this period.167
The law also aims to increase access to the labor market for highly skilled migrants
through easing the previously imposed restrictions on employers who wish to employ
foreigners.168 The wish to attract young people from outside Europe into the German labor
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market and to ease the restrictions previously imposed comes as a way to fill in the gap in the
labor market caused by Germany’s aging population.169
It is important to note that once an asylum application is lodged, asylum seekers are also
offered integration and language classes paid for by the Federal Employment Agency in order to
provide them with better working opportunities and as a part of their local integration plans. 170
When it comes to access to healthcare, the access is restricted to: “ to instances of acute
diseases or pain, in which necessary medical or dental treatment has to be provided including
medication, bandages and other benefits necessary for convalescence, recovery, or alleviation of
disease or necessary services addressing consequences of illnesses.”171 In addition, access to the
needed vaccination, medical care for pregnant women, and preventive check-up are made
available.172
All children in Germany are allowed access to the education system. However, it is only
obligatory till the age of 16 in some federal states which creates problems in some cases. Some
federal states do not allow access to education as long as the children still reside in the reception
centers. On the other hand, access to higher education is allowed for asylum seekers but there are
certain requirements that should be fulfilled first such as knowledge of the German language
among others.173
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6.7.3 Brazil:
Even though Brazil does not host large numbers of refugees and asylum seekers, the country
was the first among South-American countries to adopt a comprehensive Refugee Act in 1997.
Brazil’s definition of a refugee is more expanded than the classic definition of the 1951
Refugee Convention as it applies to: “serious and widespread violation of human rights” in
their country of origin” adopted by the Cartagena Declaration of Latin American states in
1984.174
It had also introduced a special committee designated to refugees which is the National
Committee for Refugees (CONARE), which includes representatives from “Ministries of Justice,
Foreign Affairs, Labour, Health, Education and Sport, the Federal Police Department and
an NGO involved in refugee assistance and protection. UNHCR also participates but with
an observer status” 175
In this sense, CONARE is responsible for the registration of asylum seekers and the refugee
status determination as well as the appeal process for rejected cases. Persons who are granted refugee
status in Brazil are given identity cards which allows them access to medical care, education, and
employment. The Brazilian government also affords integration programs from asylum seekers and
refugees which resulted in most refugees being integrated within the community.176
Permanent visas are available for refugees who has spent 6 years in the country and then apply
to become a citizen, provided they fulfill certain criteria specified by the government. For certain
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cases who are facing economical difficulties, the Catholic Relief Services (CRS) and Caritas who are
two of UNHCR’s implementing partners, offers refugees financial assistance equal to the minimum
wage in Brazil for a specified period of time.177
In 2010, following the influx of refugees coming from Haiti following the terrible earthquake
which forced thousands to flee, the Brazilian government created an “ ad-hoc complementary
protection system” to be able to recognize refugees who otherwise, do not fall under the definition of
the 1951 refugee convention. The government in this case adopted a “ humanitarian visa” to be able
to protect those fleeing this natural disaster.178
Most recently, Brazil witnessed another influx from Venezuela, the country applied the
Cartagena declaration and declared that people seeking asylum will be processed on a case by case
basis and those who are able to provide identification documents and who have no criminal records,
are automatically granted the refugee status and could enjoy all the subsequent privileges from a
residency permit, access to employment and healthcare. The government has also worked on redistributing asylum seekers to alleviate the burden placed on certain regions by the huge numbers.179
Even though Brazil is a middle-income country and the system in place is not perfect, access
to services available could in many times be hard and unequal, it still reflect a flexile policy that is
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encompassing of many definitions and a system willing to allow people to integrate instead of a
system.180
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations:
7.1 Conclusion
Having gone through and reviewed the most important legal documents summarizing Egypt’s
legal framework, it has become evident that there are gaps in most areas that were only addressed
through additional ad-hoc decrees and stopgap decisions. These decrees and ad-interim decisions,
coupled with some areas where refugees are treated as foreigners, are currently what constitutes
Egypt legal refugee governance framework.
Throughout my research, I have conversed to experts in all areas pertaining to Refugees
issues, be they healthcare, education, livelihood, access to legal services including residency permits.
The most obvious common denominator in these conversations was the reiteration that there is no
clear law regulating any of these aspects. Access to most services has been granted in a gradual
manner through transient decrees and in most cases has been nationality-based. In all my interviews
with UNHCR officials, I heard similar complaints, all of which are related to the ambiguity of the
laws, which leads to obvious confusion in the implementation of these laws as well as the creation of
parallel systems that both UNHCR staff and refugees are forced to resort to.
To date, Egypt is still held back by outdated documents, such as the MoU it signed with
UNHCR. Surprisingly, it is the MoU with UNHCR that still guides most of the Egyptian
government’s decisions; all of which are tailored to reaffirm the fact that Egypt is a country of transit
and that refugees are not here to stay. In this regard, it is apt to quote one of the senior officials
interviewed: “Refugees in Egypt are treated like guests who have overstayed in your house. They are
not fully welcome to stay but you are too polite to ask them to leave”. This phrase resonated with me
as it perfectly describes the ongoing situation in Egypt. The Egyptian government is actively trying
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not to make refugee’s lives easier in order to prevent them from settling and staying, albeit, it has not
made conditions hard enough for them to leave.
This is best described through the rights-based vs the needs-based approaches to policy. The
rights-based approach identifies a: “standard of treatment to which an individual refugee is
entitled.”181 According to this approach, the policies of a country would be mainly driven and
motivated by the rights granted to refugees in principle through international law. The other
approach is the needs-based approach, which: “focuses on providing relief and emergency
assistance. Hence, the main way of thinking in creating these policies is based on refugee needs
rather than rights”.182 The needs-based policy describes the Egyptian policy towards refugees
perfectly and, in my view, summarizes its decisions for the past years. Whenever a need arises,
the relevant ministry would issue a decree addressing it through a memorandum of
understanding. This has resulted in a fragmented and fragile legal framework, that only reacts by
addressing issues when they arise, and in the process is inadvertently breaching international law
and denying refugees some of their most basic rights.
Throughout all the assessed service sectors, I was able to identify gaps between the
stipulations of the 1951 refugee convention, the 1967 protocol, and the 1969 OAU convention and
practices on the ground. It is also important to note that these gaps are not the result of the
reservations that Egyptian government made to the convention. Upon analyzing these reservations,
they were mostly proven to be null and void as they have all been addressed through other legal
instruments. Accordingly, they do not affect the rights that should be granted to refugees.
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This fragmented system not only negatively affects refugees, but it also affects UNHCR,
often impeding its ability to perform its functions properly, it has proven to negatively affect the
state itself. With regards to UNHCR’s, its limited funding is stretched thin, as it expends most
resources in order to cover the funds needed for its implementing partners to offer services to
refugees, which could otherwise be offered to support the state in protecting refugees. As for the
Egyptian State, over the years Egypt has been negatively affected as it lost ownership over the
refugee situation in Egypt. With UNHCR assuming responsibility for the registration and status
determination for refugees and being the information provider to the government instead of the
other way around, the government became unable to track the numbers of refugees residing in its
territories.
These are all testaments of the detriment caused by the “parallel systems” created by the
fragmented refugee governance legal framework in Egypt. They are all issues discussed by all
the UNHCR officials interviewed for the purpose of this research. Accordingly, they are the
areas that need to be addressed in the new asylum law.
However, it is important to note that in many areas, the Egyptian government is already
stretched thin, at least in terms of financial resources, and is therefore trying its best to accommodate
refugees with the little resources available for its own citizens. This is most evident in the healthcare
sector. In this respect, the most significant challenge in the area of healthcare lies in the parallel
system created by UNHCR’s implementing partners and the vast sums of money they spend to allow
refugees access to private hospitals. If these enormous amounts of money are instead paid to the
public healthcare system, it could both enhance the system and allow coverage for a wider range of
refugees.
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Another example is access to work, which puts the biggest burden on refugees and ends up
creating an added burden for UNHCR and eventually for the Egyptian government. The Egyptian
government should start considering refugees as a possible productive element for its economy.
Refugees in many countries are allowed more access to the labor market, thereby contributing
positively to the economy and are then able to better sustain themselves and reduce their financial
dependency on UNHCR and NGOs.
Moreover, the area of education is affected by the fragmented system and the gaps are evident
in the implementation of this system, as some nationalities are still denied access to the public
education system. These nationalities are forced by the system to enroll in community schools and
suffer both on the financial and the educational level. Once again, the education sector is a testament
to UNHCR’s resources being spent though implementing partners to cover educational grants instead
of being spent to guarantee access to education for all refugee children.
The fact that the Egyptian government decided to address the issue of refugees in Egypt and
draft an asylum law, should be utilized and UNHCR should capitalize on this opportunity to assist
the government in reaching the most comprehensive and inclusive draft. UNHCR took this initiative
when it decided to dedicate an entire department to train government officials and raise awareness
about refugee rights in the country of Asylum. However, from my discussions with UNHCR senior
officials as well as the government official interviewed for the purpose of my research, it was not
mentioned that, so far, UNHCR was involved in consultations for the drafting of the law.
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7.2 Recommendations
Below are some recommendations for each service sector based on the research and
interviews conducted. In addition to recommendations pertaining to the new asylum law and what it
should include after having reviewed the asylum laws of Turkey, Germany, and Brazil.
7.2.1 Healthcare:
With regards to healthcare, the new asylum law should include clear provisions outlining the
access rights as well as the implementation tools available. The recommended approach for health
care is to follow a universal health care approach that ensures nationals and refugees are both allowed
and able to receive the same level of services.
In this regard, the most important recommendation would be to allow for full-fledged
inclusion of refugees in public healthcare. In order to ensure that refugees are fully dependent on the
public services offered by the Ministry of Health, authorities should end the existing “parallel
system”, used through the private healthcare services offered by UNHCR’s NGO care providers. The
current system relies on public healthcare and UNHCR complements this by offering additional
services through its partners within the private sector. Significant funds are poured into this parallel
system that could instead be utilized to support the public healthcare system. This will allow more
inclusion for refugees and would be a more sustainable model on the long run, given the constant
decrease in funds and increase in needs. The reliance on one system, which is the public system will
be a mutually beneficial situation for both the Egyptian government and UNHCR. Consequently, the
public healthcare system will improve significantly, and refugees will be spared the hassles and
frustration they face having to deal with the parallel system created through the implementing
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partners. Simultaneously, this new system will ensure that a significantly larger portion of refugees
are served.183
7.2.2 Access to public education
There are a number of recommendations that pertain to access to education. The main
recommendation with regards to access to education is to allow refugee children of all nationalities to
access the public education system. This will allow UNHCR to utilize all the money it spends on
grants to support students enrolling in private and community schools on language classes. Students
who are non-Arabic speakers should be encouraged to enroll in language classes that would allow
them to eventually enroll in public schools. The additional money that UNHCR will have control of
then, could be spent on programs aimed at bridging the gaps between refugees and national students.
This will eventually allow all refugee children to have access to sustainable education that will
eventually enable them to participate actively in the local economy later on. It could also allow
UNHCR to spend its money on awareness campaigns targeted at students encouraging them to
accept refugee children amongst them. These additional resources could also be spent on developing
the Egyptian public education system, meaning that this could turn into a mutually beneficial
situation for the Egyptian government and for refugees.184
7.2.3 Residency permits
When addressing the issue of residency permits, there are two available scenarios. The
first would apply in case the Egyptian government decides to take over the registration process.
The second scenario is that UNHCR continues performing this function. In case the Egyptian
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government decides to take over the registration of asylum seekers and refugees, it would be
possible that the government issues residency permits on the asylum and refugee cards given to
refugees upon their registration. This would spare refugees having to go through the cumbersome
process of obtaining the residency permit. On the other hand, in the case of the second scenario,
where UNHCR continues performing its registration function, the main recommendation for the
new asylum law is to provide longer-term residency permits as opposed to the 6-month short
term residency permits currently being issued. This provision would allow refugees to live in
more stable conditions, it would allow them to avoid work-related problems even in the informal
market as many employers are usually concerned about the employee's legal status in the
country.
The fact that obtaining a residency permit is a very lengthy and, in many cases, costly
procedure, forces many refugees to stay for long periods of time without obtaining or renewing
it. Consequently, this puts refugees at a high risk of detention. Many refugees face problems at
work due to their repeated need to take days off in order to finish the required procedures,
making them more likely to lose their jobs.185
Additionally, extending the residency permit duration will ease the public school
enrollment process for children, as students are requested to hold valid residency permits at all
times. Another recommendation would be for the residency permit to become valid from the first
day of the process, meaning that it is in effect upon obtaining the MFA number. Currently,
refugees and asylum seekers obtain a number from the MFA and wait for almost two months
until the receive the residency permits on their cards. During this period, they are not considered
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to have a residency permit and could be detained if they are stopped at checkpoints. Accordingly,
they have to repeat the process of obtaining the residency permit every four months instead of
every six. The recommendation, in this case, is to consider holders of MFA numbers as having a
valid residency permit in order not to force them to restart the process every time two months in
advance.186
Additionally, UNHCR has also been advocating for years for the decentralization of the
residency permit process. Currently, refugees and asylum seekers from all over Egypt are forced
to approach the Communications office of the Residence Unit at the Passports and Immigration
Administration in Abbaseya. This means a long journey for many refugees who live outside
Cairo. Accordingly, it is recommended to have several offices scattered across Egypt to make the
process easier for refugees.187
7.2.4 The right to access the formal labor market
The right to work is arguably one of the most important and fundamental rights any person
should enjoy according to the universal declaration of human rights.188 It is also one of the rights
stipulated in the Refugee Convention and other pertinent documents. Accordingly, it is highly
recommended that under the new asylum law refugees enjoy access to the formal labor market in
Egypt.
Access to work should still be regulated by the government with clear criteria and possible
restrictions as the government deems fit. However, granting refugees a chance to obtain work
permits and the ability to join the formal labor market will provide numerous benefits both for
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the Egyptian government and refugees residing in Egypt. Egypt could benefit from the skills and
diverse experiences of refugees, these experiences could then benefit the host community.189
Allowing refugees and asylum seekers to work would enable them to grow and develop within
the community and integrate with the host community in a positive manner. The active
contribution of refugees and migrants in the labor force often positively impacts the performance
of natives because it creates more competition, thereby acting as a filip for higher productivity
amongst natives. This competition could force the native population to step out of their comfort
zones and to perform better. There is no reason to believe that allowing refugees and asylum
seekers to access the labor market would threaten the job opportunities of the natives since they
often target different jobs requiring different skill sets. 190
There is a myriad of reasons as to why the Egyptian government should consider allowing
refugees to obtain work permits and access the formal labor market. Egypt hosts a huge number
of refugees, most of them work in the informal market and suffer unnecessarily as a result. They
are exploited, are offered no benefits, and are unable to efficiently contribute to the host
community and its economy. Additionally, these refugees have become reliant on UNHCR cash
assistance to address their exigencies. Additionally, allowing refugees to work will enable them
to integrate in the society, settle and create a life for themselves and their children, this will best
serve refugees with low prospects of voluntary repatriation or resettlement to third countries.
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7.2.5 Recommendation for Egypt’s asylum law
Through the examination of the three examples of asylum laws, reviewed above, which
represent three different regions of the world and which are hosting relatively large refugee
populations. Some conclusions and recommendation to what could potentially be included in the
Egyptian asylum law could be drawn.
Among these recommendations, is the importance of the establishment of a committee within
the Egyptian government that would be responsible for all matters and decisions related to refugees,
like the Directorate General of Migration Management (DGMM) in Turkey, The Federal Office
for Migration and Refugees (BAMF) in Germany, and the National Committee for Refugees
(CONARE) in Brazil. Egypt could establish a similar committee that would combine representatives
from different ministries, NGOs as well as UNHCR. This committee could be in charge of the
registration and refugee status determination of asylum seekers and could play an important role in
making decisions in all matters related to refugees.
It is also important to have an efficient mechanism in force to regulate the status of rejected
asylum seekers and ensure their departure in a timely manner. Alternatively, they could be granted a
temporary residency permits or a temporary statuses if their return is deemed impossible at the
moment. This would serve as a means for the government to keep track of their presence, status, and
numbers.
Another recommendation is for the government to have reception facilities refugees could
easily be directed to in order to register and receive all the needed information to initiate their asylum
procedures.
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The Egyptian government could also consider when drafting the new asylum law, the idea of
the distribution of refugees among different governorates, in order to ease the pressure on the most
densely populated ones. This distribution could be made through the committee designated by the
government to address refugee issue. It should also be put in place according to a quota system which
should be calculated according to each governorate’s capacity and ability to accommodate refugees.
This distribution could possibly allow better access to services and would solve the problem of the
centralization of all services offered to refugees but creating offices in different governorates to
issues the needed documents and services.
In the three asylum laws reviewed, residency permits granted to refugees range from a
minimum of one year to a maximum of three years which are all subject to extensions. Residency
permits in the three countries allow refugees access to employment. The Egyptian government need
to consider granting longer residency permits than the ones currently offered, and to allow refugees
who successfully obtain residency permits to access employment rights, even if the government
would impose certain restrictions to employment as it deems necessary.
Another observation and commonality between the three asylum laws is the fact that they all
adopt an additional status to the 1951 refugee convention one. This additional status could be in the
form of subsidiary protection status or humanitarian visas. This, in fact, should be considered by the
Egyptian government and an appropriate definition for it should be adopted to include populations
who do not fall under the classic 1951 Refugee Convention definition, yet could not be sent back due
the harm they could face in their countries of origin.
While every country has its own uniqueness and special case, the Egyptian government
could very well benefit from the models presented by other asylum policies to be able to draft its
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own. The Egyptian government needs to benefit from the experiences of those who are working
in the field of refugee protection as well as the experiences of other countries to draft a law that
fits its refugee population and addresses their needs effectively.
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X|uB?« r| Ê√ vK ¨t|b lU ÂU?} ‰U t?zU Ë√ f}zd« rNM} s q_« vK ¡U?C_«
`]dÔ|

«u?_« œb?? v ÈËU??« ‰U?Ë ¨s|d?{U??(«

«u?√ œb? W?}?KQ?

«—«d?I« vK

صورة إ

Æ f}zd« tM Èc« VU'«
©≤π¨ …œU

s q]JAÔ v?« W?}MH« WU?_« ”√d|Ë ¨U?N È—«œù« d|b*« u W??}?NK? Èc?}?HM« d|b*«

تروني
لك

«Î—«d?? W????}?N?« …—«œ≈ fK?? —b??BÔ|Ë ¨‰U??:« «c v …d????)« ÈË– s}??H u*« s Ì·U?? œb??

Æ …—«œù« fK v≈ tUL√ ZzUM W|—Ëœ d|—UI ld ÂeK|Ë ¨tUUB« b|b%Ë tM}}F
©≥∞¨ …œU

ة ال يع

∫ W}ðü« ◊ËdA« Íc}HM²« d|b*« w d«u²| Ê√ V−|
WU?d«Ë œUL??ô« W?} ◊UA?M VU‡M v‡U‡ v‡«—œ qR? vK Îö?U‡ Êu‡‡J| Ê√

Æ W}B«

ôU?:« v U?}KF?«

U?«—b«Ë

«œU?N?A« vK Îö??U? ÊuJ| Ê√

تد بها

◊U?A Âb?? v«

Æ W}B« WUd«Ë œULô« W}
…d?? «– ÊuJ| Ê√

Æ W}B« WUd«Ë œULô«

UU}« l{ËË j}D«Ë …œU}I«Ë t}u« vK ÌWIzU Ì…—b «– ÊuJ| Ê√

تداول
ل

Æ

عند ا

W?} W?DA_ qU rN? l U?}KF« …—«œù«Ë …œu?'« ‰U? v WK|u

Æ UÎb%Ë ÎWUË Î…¡«d W}M_«

Æ vü« VU(« ÂuK

UGK« Èb« …œU≈

«—UN0 ÌW}U ÌW|«—œ «– ÊuJ| Ê√

Æ tH} Ë ¡«œ_ UÎdH Èc}HM« d|b*« ÊuJ| Ê√ ◊dA| ‰«u_« l}L vË

≤∞±∏ WM uU ∏ v √ —dJ ±∏ œbF« ≠ W}Ld« …b|d'«

≤≥

©≥±¨ …œU

∫ wðü« u×M« wKŽ W}³D« PAM*« œUL²Ž«Ë r}}Ið «¡«dł≈ œbÓ×Ôð
œU?L??ô« W??}?N ÌVKD œU?L??ô«Ë r}?}?I?« W?U

W?}??D« …Q?AM*« s ‰u??*« Âb?I?|
Æpc ÒbF*« Ã–uLM« vK WUd«Ë

Æ …œuK …œ]bÏ*« d}|UFLK UÎIË Wb tUIKË …QAM*« vMË WbI*«

«b‡‡M*« h‡‡ r|

v „—U s? q vK dÓE|Ë ¨W}?UH?Ë W}u?{u0 œU‡L?ô«Ë r}}?I«
¨ r}}?I« q? …QAMLK W?}|—b
W??IKF??*«

U?uK?F*«Ë

«—Ëœ Ë√

U‡}KL? r

«—U?A?« r|b‡I œU‡L?ô« Ë√ r‡}}?I« ‰U?L√

UU??}?« s ÕU??B??ù« Ë√ ¨U?N—«œ≈ f?K? v Î«u??C?? ÊuJ| Ê√ Ë√

صورة إ

Æ WUd«Ë œULô« W} —«d —Ëb q r}}IK W}zUNM« W}M« Ë√ r}}I« ‰ULQ
ÁU?B?√ b?u? v œU?L??ô«Ë r}?}?I??« W??}?M W?}?D« …U?AM*« s? ‰u??*« ⁄ö≈ r|

تروني
لك

Æ…QAM*« h ¡UN« a|—U s UÎu| dA WL
…d? …QAM*« `M9 W?“ö« d}|UF*« d?«u ÂbF œU‡‡L?ô« v‡‡K ‰u‡‡B?(« Âb‡ WU‡ v

‰u‡‡B?K Î«b?‡}?N9 r‡}?}?I?« …œU‡‡‡≈ U‡b‡‡?F r‡‡| ¨U?N?U‡{Ë√ o‡}?u? d‡‡?‡N?√ W‡‡? ÕU‡‡L?

…œU?N?? vK ‰u?B??(U W?U?)«Ë W??U?F« W?}???B«

ة ال يع

ÆœULô« vK

U??b?)« u?b??I?Ë

P?AM*« Âe??K

تد بها

‰ö? p–Ë ¨WUd?«Ë œUL?ô« W??} UÒœb?Ô v« WHK?<« U?NU|u?? s ÈQ œU?L?ô«
¨ÊuUI« ÂUJ√ o}D ‚UD v …QAM*« U?N WF«u« WEU;« ‰uœ a|—U s

U??N?'« —UDS WU??d«Ë œU?L???ô« W???} Âu?I pc? …Q?AM*« Âe??K r «–≈Ë

عند ا

–U?ô W??}MF*«

«uM Àö

تداول
ل

ÆUN qLFK WLEM*« `z«uK«Ë s}«uIK UÎI

W“ö«

«¡«dù«

©≥≤¨ …œU

u?M« vK WU?d«Ë œU?L?ö W?UF?« W?}?NU

U“U?M*« W|u? W|e?d? WM' qJA
Æ ÊuUI« s ≥≥ …œU*U œ—«u«

≤∞±∏ WM uU ∏ v √ —dJ ±∏ œbF« ≠ W}Ld« …b|d'«

≤¥

©≥≥¨ …œU

Q?A?M v«

U?“UM?*« W|u? v d?EMU W?I?U?« …œU*U U??N?}« —U??A*« WMK« h??

s U?N??}≈ Âb?I v«Ë ¨ÊuU??I« s vU?« »U??« s YU?« qB??H« ÂUJ√ o}?D? V?
vu? Y} ¨W?}?B« WU?d«Ë œU?L?ö WU?F« W?}?N« l s}KU?F*«
…œU??}? s? ”U?√ v?K W|œË W|u?? v≈ ‰u??u« ·b??N

U?N'« Ë« œ«d?ô«

U??“UM s —U??| b?? U?? Y

Æ·«d ô« WU ‚uI vK ÿUH(« sLC| u vKË ÊuUI«
t?}?? X« r?| Ê√ vK WMK« Ác? vK Ÿ«eM« ÷d?? q? ¡U??C?IK? ¡u?K« “u??| ôË
ÆW|u« VK

vIK s dN« Wö “ËU& ô …b ‰ö

©≥¥¨ …œU

fK s Ô—«d UNK}?JA —ÔbBÓ| ¨ÔW}M ÔWU√ WIU« …œU*U U?N}≈ —UA*« WMK ÊuJ|

WIKF?*«

U??KD« vI?K vu? ¨WU??d«Ë œU?L???ô« W???} …—«œ≈

صورة إ

W|u??? ÊQ?A?« ÈË– s Âb?I v«

UU}« s Îö?C VKD« sLC?| Ê√ vK ¨WIU?« …œU*U UN}≈ —U?A*«

U“UM*«

¨Áb}U?√Ë VKD« Ÿu{u ¨tM uË U?LNM q WHË Ÿ«e?M« v dü« ·dD«Ë VUD« rU

تروني
لك

Æt«bM0 WEUË W—U …dc t od|Ë
©≥µ¨ …œU

dEM œb??;« œU?F??}*« q?

«b?M?*«Ë

ة ال يع

s È√ n}KJ t ÊuJ|Ë ¨UƒUC?√ t dÓDÔ| VKD« dEM «ÎœUF}? WMK« f}z— œ=bÔ|

U??U?C|ù« s U??Î“ô Á«d| U? r|b??I? Ÿ«e?M« vd
s? qJË ¨Ì·U? Xu VKD«

تد بها

tM q}?u Ë√ t?B??A WMK« ÂU?√ d?C?| Ê√ Ÿ«eM« vd

ÆtUœ r|bI

©≥∂¨ …œU

عند ا

s0 s}?F Ê√ W?MKË ¨UNzU?C√ l}?L —uC? ô≈ UÎ?}? WMK« œUI?F« ÊuJ| ô
Æ UNzUC√ ¡«—¬ W}KQ UNU}u WMK« —bBË ¨…d)« q√ s Á«d

تداول
ل

©≥∑¨ …œU

¨Ud?C?0 X? U?NU??_ …e?u? …—U?≈ l ¨W?“UM*« v? U?N?}?u? WMK« —b?B
÷d??FË ¨U??N?}≈ W?|u???« VK

r?|b?I? a|—U s d??N?√ W?ö “ËU??| ô œU?F??}?? v p–Ë

¨Ÿ«eMK d?_« ·dD«Ë W?ÒB?<« W??}N« v?K U—Ëb a|—U? s ÂU|√ …dA? ‰ö? W?}u?«

≤∞±∏ WM uU ∏ v √ —dJ ±∏ œbF« ≠ W}Ld« …b|d'«

≤µ

UÎu| dA? WL)« ‰ö ÎWU? dü« ·dD« UNKË W}?NU WB<« WDK« UNb?L« «–S
s}?dD« s? lu| d?C?? v t?}K ‚U?H?ô« - U?

U?≈ WMK«

—d? ªU?N?{d??F W?}U?«

Æ Ác}HM W}NU WB<« WDK« v≈ mK|Ë ¨UdC0 oK|Ë
…d??I???H« v U???N??}≈ —U???A*« …b*« ‰ö??? WMK?« W??}??u? Ÿ«eM« vd

b???√ q???I| r «–≈

¨id« Ë√ ‰u??IU t|√— U?Lb?√ Ë√ ÊU?dD« Èb‡| Ê√ ÊËœ …b‡*« Ác‡ XC?I« Ë√ ¨W?IU?«
Ÿ«eM« v?d

s qJ ÊuJ?| ªd?N??√ Wö??« œU??F?}?? ‰ö?? U?N????}?u W?MK« —b??B r Ë√
Æ WËb« fK0 WB<« WLJ;« v≈ ¡uK«
YU« »U«

q|uL²« —œUB
‰Ëb?'U …œ—«u‡‡?«

صورة إ

©≥∏¨ …œU

U‡«d??ô« V‡ œ«b? ‰U?‡L?_« »U??√Ë rN?}K s‡R?‡*« Âe?K|

تروني
لك

qœ s qU??F« t?}K q?B??| U?? q s ÊuU?IK? s}?I?«d*« ≤ r?— ‰Ëb?'«Ë ± r—

ŸUDIU s}KUFK vULô« s}Q« ‚ËbM vu?|Ë ¨d√ Ë√ …b«Ë WH} Ë s ÊU Î¡«u
vB?√ b W?}?N« v≈ ÎU|dN? Ub|—uË

U?«d?ô« pK q}B?% ’U)«Ë ÂU?F« vuJ(«

Æ

U|u« Wö vK W«b«

ة ال يع

WÎ|uM ÌW}zU?N ÌW}U ÌW|u œ«b≈ r|Ë ¨ U?«dô« pK ‚UI?ô vU« dN?A« nBM
UU}U ÌWuHA s}N'« v s}u*« s Ì…bLF

o«d*« ≥ r?— ‰Ëb?'U? …œ—«u«

تد بها

©≥π¨ …œU

U??LU??*« q}??B?% W??b??)« r|b??I

ôU?B|≈ o|d

s p–Ë ¨ÊuUIK

عند ا

WL}? rB W}?N« ÂuIË W}ËdJ« WI?|dD Ë√ …bLF

U??N?? vu??

Æ WUD qJ W}ULù« WL}I« s lHM*« WLU

تداول
ل

©¥∞¨ …œU

ÎUI?Ë —UL?ô« bzU? rEF| U0 UN|b W?U*« ‰«u_«Ë iz«u?H« —UL?U W?}?N« ÂuI
—U?L???ô« b??«u?I «ÎœU?d??«Ë ¨ÊuU?I?« s ¥ …œU*U …œ—«u« W|—U?L????ô«
Æ WU)«

«œb??LK

UUF*« o|œUM ‰«u√ —UL« ÊQA W}U*« WUd« W} s …—œUB«

≤∞±∏ WM uU ∏ v √ —dJ ±∏ œbF« ≠ W}Ld« …b|d'«

≤∂

©¥±¨ …œU

rN?}? s0 ªs|—œU?I?« d?}?

UU?} Ë œ«b?√ b|b?% vU?L??ô« s?U?C?« …—«“Ë vu?

i|uF ‚UI?« …b* s|cHM?*« Ë√ s}I*« d?}Ë ¨s|—œUI« d} qL?F« s s}KDF*«
·«b??N???ô« d??UMË d??}|U?F?* U?ÎI??Ë ¨s}U??F*« rd??√ œ«d??√ s œd? q? pc?Ë ¨W?UD«
¨Êu‡U?‡I« s‡? ≥µ bM ± r— …œU?*« v U??N??}?K ’u??BM?*« WMK« W???d??F0 W??u???{u*«
‰Ëb?K U?ÎIË r ¡U??√ WU?F« W«e?)« qL?? œ«b‡_« pK‡ W?}U*« …—«“ËË W??}N« œ«b?≈Ë
Æ ÊuUIK o«d*« ¥ r—

صورة إ

©¥≤¨ …œU

l}?? W??U??)«Ë ÊuU??IU …œ]b??Ï*« mU??*« q?}??B?% W?|d?B?*« Vz«d??C« W??KB?? vu??

Æ

UIA

UF} s …œb;« WMU dzU«

تروني
لك

UÎ|dN WKB;« mU*U W}N« …U«uË ¨m«

UF}*« r( ÎUIË q}B« W vK W«b«

ة ال يع

©¥≥¨ …œU

UU}U WÎuHA

qU??I??Ë Âu?d?« q}??B?% ‰«u??_« V?? Âe??K*« Ë√

ö??«u*«Ë q?IM« …—«“Ë vu??

تد بها

¨W??F|d???« ‚dD« vK —Ëd???LK ÊuU??I?« s ¥∞ …œU*« s U??F??U? bMU …—d???I*« W??b??)«

عند ا

Æ q}BK vU« dNA« s vË_« ÂU|√ …dAF« ‰ö UN W}N« …U«uË
©¥¥¨ …œU

تداول
ل

Vu0 …—d??I*«Ë U??NKL?? ‚UD v q‡b v?‡« m‡U??*« q}??B?% W??}K«b« …—«“Ë v?u‡
ÂU|√ …d?A??F« ‰ö? U??N Ub|—uË W???}?N« `U??B ÊuU?I« s? ¥∞ …œU*« s U?F?U? bM«
Æ q}BK vU« dNA« s vË_«

≤∑

≤∞±∏ WM uU ∏ v √ —dJ ±∏ œbF« ≠ W}Ld« …b|d'«

©¥µ¨ …œU

bU?F« b?M Ìt}M n√ mK? q}B? ‰«u?_« V W?}?N« Ë√ W‡‡B« …—«“Ë Âu?I
«c œ«Óe|Ë ¨VD« v d?}??U*« W?—œ vK qU V}?D U?N h]dÔ*« W?}D?« …œU}?F« l
Á«—u??œ vK qU? V}?D U?N h]dÏ*« W?}?D« …œU?}?FK W??MU tÌ ?}M ·ô¬ W?ö v≈ mK*«
W}?D« …œU?}FK W?MU Ìt?}M ·ô¬ W?L v≈Ë ¨ «uM Àö U?N}K tu?B vK v?CË
U‡‡?N?}?K t‡‡u??B?? v‡‡?K v‡‡C??Ë Á«—u‡?‡??b‡« W‡‡?—œ v‡‡K q‡?U‡(« V}??DK? U?N? h]d*«
Æ

«uM fL

W}b?}B« s Ìt}M ·ô¬ W?L mK? q}B% r?}

U}?b}B« l b?UFK W?MUË

U?d s Ìt?}M ·ô¬ …d?A mK? q}?B% r| U‡L? ¨…b«u«

تروني
لك

b?UF?« VKD v« W|Ëœ_«

صورة إ

Æ Ìt}M ·ô¬ …dA mK ¨qUF*«Ë ¨WFô« e«dË ¨vF}D« ÃöF« e«d s qB|Ë

Æ W}N« l

ة ال يع

©¥∂¨ …œU

«œ«d|ù« WKL? s n_« v n?BË s}M« ‰œU?F W?? q}?B?% W?}U*« …—«“Ë vu?
U}N«Ë

UdA«Ë W|œd?H«

تد بها

WM« pK d|b?I r|Ë ¨W|œUBô« WU?F«

PAMLK W|uM«

عند ا

Æ Vz«dC« WKB* ÂbI*« …QAMLK vU*« d|dIK UÎIË
©¥∑¨ …œU

تداول
ل

ÔW?bI*« ÈËUJA«Ë Ô U?KD« Ì U?N}M W?L? W?H …—d?I*« WG?b« lU
W?} q v≈ W}?uJ(«

UN?'« s W]b?I*«

oB s vÓH?F

UKD« «c?Ë ¨s|—œUI« d?} rN?}K sR*« s
Æ Wö«

U}N« s

≤∞±∏ WM uU ∏ v √ —dJ ±∏ œbF« ≠ W}Ld« …b|d'«

≤∏

l‡‡«d« »U‡«

W‡UŽ ÂUJŠ√
©¥∏¨ …œU

nu*« s W|uM n?BM« ¡«œ_« d|—UI? dAM Àö?«

U??}N?«

«—«œ≈ fU? Âe?K

W?uJ?K W?}Ëd??Jù« W«u??« vKË —U?A??ô« W?F?«Ë W??}?u?}?« n?B« Èb??≈ v vU*«
Æ »«uM«Ë ¡«—“u« vK vK UN{d bF p–Ë ¨W|dB*«
©¥π¨ …œU

s È_ töË v?B« s}Q«

U?}¬ U?N|b v« W?U)« Ë√ W?}?uJÔ(« d?}? Ë√ W?}uJÔ(«

Æ q}B« vËbMË
ÊULzô«

Ud Ë√ Vz«dC« WKB Ë√ vULô« s}QK W}uI«

Ëd q vËd?Jù« q}B« rE ‰ö s qUF Ê√ W?}NK “u| UL

U}UH« bIF W}«dGÔ'« rNUF|“uË s}?FHMÔ*« dB

UdË „uM« cUMË

تروني
لك

Æ Ud}Ë q}B«
l

U?N?'«

صورة إ

W??}N« U?NMË ªq}?B?%

U«d« s U?NUI?Ô q}B bNF Ê√ W?}NK

UU} vK Î¡UM W}N« ÂuI

ة ال يع

b|d??« W???}?Ë v«—e« ÊU??L??zô«Ë W?}??LM?« pMË d??U pM ŸËd??Ë W??HK??Ô*« „uMÔ« ŸËd??
U?N?'« p?K U?Nö? s Âu??I ¨W?U?)«Ë W?}??uJÔ(« d?}?Ë W?}??uJÔ(«
Uœb?% v« ’U?B?ô« o UM v? d}?G« Èb W??}N?«

UI???ÔË

U?N?'« s U?d?}?Ë

U?«d??« q}B??

تد بها

U?}KL? W?œË W|b? sL?C v« W?HK??Ô*« d}?|U?F*« UœuM qL?A Ê√ ÂeK| U?L? ¨W?}?U?Hô«
Æ W}NK œ«b« WdË q}B«

عند ا

©µ∞¨ …œU

تداول
ل

W?UF« W?}?N« UN?}? q9 Wd?A? WM' q}JA? «Î—«d W??BU h<« d|“u« —b?B|
¡U √ UN|uC? v qLA ¨UN WFU«
Èe?d*« “UN?'«Ë

UN'«Ë

U}N«Ë W?B« …—«“ËË vB« s}QK

U?U?LK Èe?d*« “UN?'« s ¡U?C√ pc?Ë s}}?MË s}}U?Ë s}|—«œ≈Ë
∫ vQ| UL‡ h W}U*« …—«“ËË ¡UBù«Ë WUF« WFK

≤∞±∏ WM uU ∏ v √ —dJ ±∏ œbF« ≠ W}Ld« …b|d'«

≤π

W??×? B?« …—«“ËË ¨v×??B« s}?? Q??²K W??U?? F« W??¾? }? ?NK W??uK?L*« ‰u??_« l}??L? ?ł d??B? Š
∫ wðQ| U p– w wŽ«d| Ê√ wKŽ ¨ÂUEM« v≈ rC²Ý w²« UN WFÐU²« UN'«Ë ¨ÊUJ«Ë
∫ vQ| U* UIË ‰u_« pK n}MB ≠ ±
Æ v«d≈Ë vUË È—«œ≈ lU
Æ W}B«
Æ Ud}Ë ¨W} e«dË W}—U

«– ‰u√

Ub)« r|bI cUM
«œU}Ë

U}HA

Æ WUd«Ë œULô« W} nzU Ë VUM ‰u√
WF}?D UÎI

UN?}JK qIM «Îb}N9 ‰u_« pK l?}L' vU r}}?IË W«—œ ¡«d≈ ≠ ≤
Æ UNM q qL
«—«d

U?ËdA? œ«bù W?HK<«

U?N'« l o}?M« ≠ ≥

صورة إ

s}KU?F« s}JË qI

Æ vH} u« —«dIô« rN sLC| U0 ¨rNKL sU√Ë rNUBB UÎI
U}N« s} qBH«Ë WKJ}N« …œU≈

U}KL c}HM «Îb}N9 tK p–Ë

تروني
لك

Æ Wö«

s}KUF« Ã—U Ë√ q«œ s Á«d s0 s}F Ê√ UN?UN “U$≈ q} v WMK« ÁcNË
Æ WHK<«

UEU;U Ë√ Èed*« Èu*« vK

WM?K« qL?F

ة ال يع

œ«b?S Âe?KË ¨U??NKL? ¡b a|—U s ÂU?F« “ËU??& ô W?}M“ WD) ÎU?I?

UN'« pK
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